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Summary

Summary

Presently the application of the millimetre frequency bands for indoor radio com
munications is subject to much investigation. The key attractions of these bands lying
between 30 and 300 GHz are the large communication capacity and the promise of
short frequency re-use distances. Because millimetre waves might still "escape"
through windows the band around 60 GHz is seen as advantageous, with respect to
frequency re-use between buildings and between in- and outdoor systems, because of
the specific attenuation due to atmospheric oxygen of about 15 dB/km.

At the Eindhoven University of Technology (EUT) wide-band measurements were
carried out at 60 GHz in eight different indoor areas at twenty randomly chosen
positions in each room, to attain insight in the propagation characteristics of mm
wave indoor radio channels. The applied antennas are either omnidirectional
biconical horns or circular horns.

Calculations of the maximum feasible bitrate for a specified bit-error-rate (BER)
requirement for a Quaternary Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) modem show, that the
maximum feasible bitrates strongly depend on the position of the remote antenna in
each room if no channel equalization is applied. Furthermore these bitrates are far
below a future Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network (B-ISDN) target value
of at least 150 Mb/s.

It is shown that a significant improvement in the maximum bitrate can be obtained by
applying a Decision Feedback Equalizer (DFE). With a minimum number of seven
forward taps a bitrate of 150 Mb/s can be achieved even under non-line-of-sight
conditions in case both antennas have omnidirectional radiation patterns.

The introduction of more antenna directivity by replacing one of the biconical horns
by a circular horn antenna, increases the maximum feasible bitrate under line-of-sight
conditions. The performance is severely deteriorated however, when the WS ray
becomes blocked.

The application of dual antenna diversity in addition to DFE enables a 10-3 times
more stringent BER for the same maximum bitrate. Alternatively it can be used to
increase the maximum bitrate slightly or it can be applied to the received power
penalty for a specified maximum BER requirement.

For a BER:~;l0-3 requirement it is found that transmission at bitrates of several
hundreds of Mbit/s is theoretically feasible over nun-wave indoor radio channe~s.
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1. Introduction

1. Introduction

1

The modern offices in buildings are equipped with various computer terminals, faxes,
telephone circuits etc. These office machines are interconnected, to share expensive
equipment, in cable based networks. The advantage of allowing easy setup, reconfigu
ration and movement of office machines however makes an indoor radio network
desirable.
The present generation of these radio networks only provide low data rate services
and cannot provide future broadband services as suggested for the Broadband
Integrated Services Digital Network (B-ISDN). For these high data rates of several
hundred Mbit/s, the capacity per user has to be increased. This capacity is only
available in the mm-wave frequency bands lying between 30 GHz and 300 GHz.
These high frequencies suffer from high free space attenuation. Also attenuation of
walls within a building will be more severe. Therefore practically only single room
communication will be possible. The "frequency band around 60 GHz is especially
interesting with respect to frequency re-use between in- and outdoor systems, because
of the specific attenuation due to atmospheric oxygen of about 15 dB/kIn.
At the Eindhoven University of Technology (EUT) measurements were performed at
60 GHz in eight different rooms to examine the propagation characteristics [1].

These measured indoor radio channels suffer from multipath and fading. The
multipath dispersion causes intersymbol interference, which closes the digital eye in
the receiver thus limiting the maximum data rate.

To improve the maximum data rate various countermeasures are possible such as
external (antenna) diversity, coding and equalization techniques. In this report an
equalizer known as decision feedback equalizer (DFE) is presented and its perfor
mance on the basis of the obtained measurements is derived.
The equalizer tap coefficients are updated each sample instant to minimize the mean
square error over the decision device. The adaptive algorithm also copes with the
time variant character of the multipath, known as Doppler spread, due to motions of
people in an office.

This report first introduces an indoor communication link using a radio channel and
the resulting multipath is described. The measurement results at the EDT at 60 GHz
[1] are used to derive the performance of a QPSK modem in these rooms, without
equalization. Next the DFE is presented and the performance of the QPSK modem in
the presence of the DFE in these rooms is evaluated. Also the influence of external
(antenna) diversity as well as the influence of the antenna radiation patterns are
presented.
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2. Description of the Communication Link

2.1 Description of the Communication Link

The basic elements of the indoor radio transmission link are illustrated in figure 1.

Indoor Radio Channel

~l)

Figure 1.: Basic model of the indoor radio transmission link

The input data sequence set) is generated. This sequence can be formulated as

..
s(t)= L sko(t-kTs )

k--
(1)

where Ts is the symbol time, Le. the time between successive symbol transmission and
0(.) is the Dirac delta function. For a Quaternary-Phase-Shift-Keying (QPSK) system
the data sic, to be transmitted, is selected from the set (±1 ±j).

The data pulses are shaped by a filter having zeros periodically spaced in time at t =
± Ts , ±2Ts , ±3Ts , •.• A pulse shape widely in use in digital transmission on band
limited channels is generated by the raised cosine filter. This filter has following time
domain transfer function

cr(t) (2)

where 0~fl~1 is the rolloff factor. The convolution with a data pulse (1) results in a so
called Nyquist pulse. The filtering is split equally between transmitter and receiver in
the time domain representation of Hrif) and HR(f). The impulse response of the total
shaping is showed in figure 2, with j3 =0.5 (used throughout this report).

The indoor radio channel consists of a transmitting and receiving antenna, in figure 1
denoted as Tx and RX' positioned in a single room. The antennas used in the measure
ments at EUT are either omnidirectional biconical horns or circular horns [1]. The
base station, Le. Tx is stationed in the centre of the room near the ceiling. It should
give uniform coverage in the room, to give fair access to every user in the roo·m. The
remote can be stationed randomly in the room.
The resulting indoor radio channel shows multipath propagation, which causes inter
symbol interference (lSI) and therefore limits the maximum data rate. To combat this
multipath an equalizer can be used. In this report the widely used decision feedback
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Figure 2.: raised cosine cr(t)

equalizer (DFE) is studied. This equalizer already showed its performance in other
multipath channels. This equalizer is presented in paragraph 4.1.

2.2 Characterization of the Indoor Radio Channel

The indoor radio channel in the nun-wave domain is characterized by multipath rays.
These rays cause frequency selective fading, resulting in intersymbol interference (lSI)
in the detection process, which, together with additive noise, limits the system
performance.
The characteristics of a nun-wave indoor radio channel can be given by its complex
low pass impulse response he(t):

N

heCt)=E QpO(t-fp)exp( -j8p )
p~l

(3)

where Qp is the positive path gain, f p is the propagation delay of ray p and 8 the
phase shift of ray p, 0 (.) is the delta Dirac function and N is the number of signi~cant
rays.
Measurements performed in the 1.5 Ghz frequency region [2] suggest a channel
model with a Rayleigh distribution of the {Qp}, the arrival times {fp} form a Poisson
process with average A and the phases {8p } are uniformly distributed. Furthermore
the rays decay exponentially with time, with exponential decay time constant y.

Measurements at the EUT [1] in the 60 GHz region show almost the same channel
statistics as in the 1.5 GHz region. Only the normalization parameter of the Rayleigh
distribution can be modelled as a function of the excess delay by a constant level part
up to 50 ns followed by an exponential decay time constant between 16-75 ns. Also
the average value of the interarrival times (ljA) differ, see table 1.
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Table 1: Difference in channel statistics parameters in
the 1.5 and 60 GHz frequency region

I 1.5 GHz 60GHz

1/), (ns) 5-10 0.68-1.1

y (ns) 20 16-75

5

Because in both measurement series, at 1.5 [2] and 60 GHz [1], the mean value of the
interarrival times are comparable to the measurement setups, it appears that the ray
statistics converge to continuous Rayleigh models.
The clustering of rays as indicated in [2] was not found in the measurements at the
EUT.

The channel parameter sets {cxp }, {fp} and {8p} are randomly time varying functions
due to the motion of people in the rooms. However the rate of these variations is
very slow compared to the considered transmission rate (> 1 Mb/s), therefore these
parameters can be considered as time invariant functions, resulting in a quasi static
channel.

The measurements at the EUT [1] were performed in eight different rooms in three
different buildings. In each room at least 20 measurements were conducted at
randomly chosen positions throughout the room. These measurement were performed
in the frequency range 57-59 GHz, further abbreviated as 60 GHz. The time domain
measurement results are stored in lists of real and imaginair points each 0.5 ns
spaced.
A typical channel impulse response measured at 60 GHz at one position is shown in
figure 3. The antennas used are omnidirectional biconical horns. The transmitting
antenna is stationed, at 3.00 m height in the centre of the room [1]. The profiles are
aligned in such way that the line-of-sight (WS) rays are located at zero seconds
delay.

CbaDDel traDsfer fuDctloD
aee.plloa aoom, LOS.....

••00
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Figure 3.: Amplitude of a complex channel
impulse response measured in the reception
room at the EUT
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Figure 4.: Average power delay profIle of the
reception room at the EUT
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The power delay profile is defined as

N

p(t)~lhc(t)12=L a;6(t-rp )
p-l

(4)

Two important parameters that describe the overall characteristics of the multipath
profile are the total multipath power gain and the rms delay spread.
The multipath power gain G for the discrete multipath channel model given in (1)
becomes, when there is no overlap,

..
GA fp(r)d r = La;

... p-l

(5)

This parameter is important for estimating the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in an in
door radio communication system.

The profiles pet) are not only a function of time, but also a function of the position of
the transmitting and receiving antennas. The overall radio channel of a single room
can be described by an average power delay profile. This average power delay profile
is defined as

(6)

where k represents the position of the transmitting and receiving antennas, Pk(t) is the
power delay profile at position k in the room and Gk is the total power gain at that
position. N is the total number of positions in the room. Each individual profile is
thus weighted by its own Gk • A typical average power delay profile is shown in figure
4.

Another important parameter is the rms delay spread (], for continuous channels
defined as

where

It "p(t )dt

r" = ----

Ip(t)dt

n=1,2

(7)

(8)

For the discrete impulse response in (3) the integration expressions in (8) change to
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summation expressions:

n = 1,2 (9)

7

The rms delay spread is an important parameter for estimating the maximum possible
transmission rate along the channel [3,4]. The delay spread causes overlap in the
receiver, therefore causing lSI limiting the transmission symbol rate, rs'

In [4] is shown that only transmission with acceptable irreducible bit-error-rate (this is
the bit-error-rate due to the delay spread alone) is possible when a/Tss.O.2 (only a
rough rule of thumb), with Ts the symbol time.

In the next paragraphs the measurements at the EUT [1] are used to calculate the
performance of a QPSK and DFE\QPSK modem in these rooms at 60 GHz.
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3. Performance of a QPSK Modem in the Measured
Indoor Multipath Profiles

3.1 Biterror Rate Analysis in Indoor Multipath Profiles

To obtain the performance of a QPSK modem in the measured indoor channels, an
expression for the bit-error-rate (BER) must be found. These expressions must be
valid in the presence of noise and intersymbol interference (lSI).
Milewski [5] presented simple expressions for upper and lower bounds on the
probability of error in the presence of lSI and Gaussian noise. The advantage of these
bounds are the small computation time with respect to their accuracy.

Consider the transmitted signal in (1) where Sk can be described as sk=ak+jbk.
The overall transfer function of the communication system in figure 1 becomes

h(t) =p(t) +jq(t)
= g--l[Hrif)HR(f)He(f)]

= g--1[ CR(f) He(f) ]

= cr(t) *he(t)

(10)

where g--1[.] denotes the inverse Fourier transform, CR(j) the frequency domain

representation of cr(t) in (2) and * the time domain convolution. With cr(t) in (2) and
hit) in (3) the overall transfer function becomes

N

h(t)=L Clpcr(t-Tp )exp(-j6p)

p-1

(11)

The received signal at sampling instant to , follows from the time domain convolution
of the datasequence (1) and the overall transfer function (11)

ID

r(to)= L skh(to-kTJ+n(to)
k--

(12)

where n(.) is a Gaussian noise process.
If the transmitted symbol is indicated by So> the lSI follows from the summation over
all k~O. Rewriting expression (12) with expression (11) leads to (13)
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where "I: I denotes the summation over all k...O. The first expression in (13) indicates

the received pulse and the expression between the square brackets denotes the lSI.
The timing instant, to. should almost cancel the delays .,.po Then the argument of the
raised cosine in the lSI expression, to·kTs·"'p, equals almost k times TS' leading, with
the shape of the raised cosine in figure 2, to almost zero lSI terms.
When the symbol period is large compared to to·'"p the lSI terms are small, but when
the symbol period decreases, thus increasing symbolrate, the argument becomes
comparable to to· Tp and starts to change from the nulls in the raised cosine and
therefore increasing the lSI terms.

Summarizing (13): the problem is to bound the probability of error

(14)

where P, denotes the probability.

Following [5,6] the lSI samples must be arranged in decreasing order of magnitude.
Thus I S1 1~ I S21 ~ ...~ I Sj I ~ ... , where Sj is either p(to+kT)/p(to) or q(to+kT)/p(to).
With pet) and q(t) following from (10) and (11):

N

p(to+kT)='L, apcr(to+kT-"'p)cos(Bp)
p-1

N

q(to+kT)=-'L, apcr(to+kT-Tp)sin(Bp)
p-1

(15)

(16)

For QPSK with Gray encoded symbols the probability of a bit error in the absence of
lSI is given by

(17)

where erfc(.) is the complementary error function and Yb is the signal-to-noise ratio
per bit.

When introducing the peak distortion as the sum of all the lSI samples (18),
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OIl

the bounds can be given in (19) and (20)

1 OIl 4 erfcc«l-D +e -e )~)
Pb~-eTjc«l-Dp){;:)11 LPm p j jf" V"b

2 j-I m-I eTjc«l-Dp){;:)

4

OIl LPmeTjc( (1 +Dp-2Ej _I -ej -ejf"){;:)
Pb~!..eTjc«l-Dp){;:).n _m_-I ~=---

2 j-I eTjc «1 +Dp-2E
j

) {;:)

where ej = ISj I and

Ej denotes the sum of the first j lSI samples.

Because for QPSK ej,m = ±ej the expressions in (19) and (20) can be simplified to

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

The timing instant to , used for deriving the lSI samples, can be calculated in two
different ways; according to the amplitude algorithm or the power algorithm.
The amplitude algorithm weighs the channel delay times (fp) by using the amplitudes
(Qp ) of the different rays, thus
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III

Eapfp

to = pzl (24)
III

Eap
p-l

The power algorithm weighs the channel delay times by using the power, i.e. the
square of the rays' amplitude, thus

III

Ea/fp

to = pal (25)
III

Eap
2

p-l

With some programming effort the BER bounds as well as the timing instant can be
included in a simulation program. This simulation program is described in the next
paragraph.

3.2 Presentation of the Simulation Software

The simulation software has been written in program language PASCAL. The
program calculates the maximum bitrate in a channel as long as BER stays below a
user defined bound. The basic structure of the program milewski.pas is indicated in
figure 5. The batch file milewski.lis contains a list of inputfiles (file_??mls),
ou batch.lis contains a list of outputfiles (file ??dat) and meas ??lis contains a list
ofmeasurementfiles, where the question markS denounce a two digit number.
As long as there are inputfiles in the inputbatch the program reads a measurementfile
from the measurementbatch. It calculates the maximum possible bitrate in that
specific profile as long the BER stays below a user defined bound. This bitrate is
written to an outputfile.

Creating a dumpfile, dump.out, with additional information is optional and can be
specified in the inputfile.
Mter reading the inputfile and storing the parameters in global variables an initializa
tion procedure is called and the subprogram starts the calculation of the maximum
possible bitrate.
When the subprogram finishes its calculations all the assigned files are closed.

The subprogram contains the actual calculations, see figure 6. It starts with a user
defined option: the user can read a measurementfile, can create a software generated
profile or can generate a user defined profile. Which option is used can be specified
in the inputfile.
When reading a measurementfile all the datapoints in the measurementfile are
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converted to a ray gain, delay and phase shift according to the model used in (3).
After storing these parameters software obstruction of the Line-Of-Sight (illS) ray is
optional.

assign input, output and measurement batch

while there are inputfiles

input and outputfJ.1e assignment

OPTION: dump flle assignment

reading inputflle

initialization

..... subprogram .....

closing input and outputflle

OYfION: close dump file

closing input, output and measurement batch

Figure 5.: Basic structure of the simulation software milewski.pas

Blocking of the LOS ray is done by detecting the first minimum m the channel
impulse response and "zeroing" all the rays before this minimum.
From this complete channel impulse response a slide data file can be created:
slide ?.dat, where the question mark is a character (starting with A, maximum Z).

Because not all the datapoints are in the dynamic range of the measurement system
(40 dB) [1], the datapoints, which are 40 dB below the maximum power gain of a ray,
are excluded (with power gain is meant the square of a ray gain). This threshold
value can be altered in the input file.
The rays are found by looking at the power gains of each ray through a three point
window. Only when the centre ray has the largest gain (and is above the maximum
power ray minus the threshold) it is stored as a relevant ray, defmed by its delay, gain
and phase shift.

Another option specified in the inputfile is altering the phase distribution of the rays.
The measured phase shifts of each ray can be replaced by a uniform deviate.

After storing the relevant rays in the global variable channel the rrns delay spread
and the timing instant can be calculated. The variable channel is of the type channel
data, which is a record with three fields: tau, alpha and theta, according to the model
defined in (3). These fields are all real arrays with pmax (constant set to 781) length.
The rrns delay spread is calculated from (7) with (9), the result is stored in the global
real variable nns del spr.
In the inputfile can be specified which timing instant is calculated, according to the
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amplitude (24) or power (25) algorithm, the result is stored in the global real variable
to.

After calculating the timing instant the lSI terms can be derived as indicated in (15)
and (16). The lSI terms are sorted in decreasing order of magnitude and stored in the
global real array isisequence.

After sorting the lSI terms these terms can be used in the two Milewski BER bounds
derived before in (22) and (23). For calculating these bounds the complementary
error function is needed, erfc(.). This function is derived as indicated in [7].
When the upper BER bound is smaller than a user defined bound, the bitrate 15

increased (stepsize can be specified in inputfl.1e) and the calculations are repeated.

read measurement me software generated channel user defIned channel

file assignment fInd delay with Poisson user defined ray ampli-
deviate tude delay and phase

convert measurement ftnd amplitude with
points to delay, gain Exponential and Rayl-
and phase eigh deviate

OPTION: obstruct fmd phase with Uni-
WS form deviate

OPTION: create slide
data me

find relevant rays

calculate rms delay spread

calculate timing instant: OPTION according to amplitude or power algorithm.
repeat until bit-error-rate is larger than user defmed bit-error-bound

determine received signal and lSI terms

calculate lower BER bound according to Milewski

calculate upper BER bound according to Milewski

when upper BER bound is smaller than user defined bound

increase bitrate and adjust symbol time

write simulation results to output me

Figure 6.: Subprogram of the simulation software milewski.pas

In appendix A the complete listing of this simulation program is presented. Above
each function a short explanation of the purpose of the function is given. Also in
appendix A an example of an inputfile is presented.
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3.3 Simulation Results

Different simulation results can be obtained from the simulation program milew
ski.pas. The measurements at the EUT [1] are used to calculate the maximum bitrate
in a single room for acceptable performance in terms of BER. In each room about 20
different positions of the receiving antenna are measured, resulting in 20 different
transfer functions. For each position the maximum bitrate can be calculated resulting
in the scatter figure 7.

lleception lloom
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+
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Figure 7.: Scatter figure maximum possible
bitrate versus LOS distance

Figure 8.: Scatter figure maximum possible
normalized bitrate versus LOS distance

The x-axis contains the LOS distance between transmitting and receiving antenna, d,
in meters. With OBS is meant the software blocking of the LOS ray, resulting in the
obstructed profile [1]. The decrease in SNR due to the obstruction of the LOS ray
causes no significant change in the maximum possible bitrate, because the irreducible
BER is considered. The timing instant is calculated according to the power algorithm.
The used transmitting and receiving antennas are omnidirectional biconical horns,
indicated as omni-omni or 0-0. The transmitting antenna is stationed in the centre at
3.00 m height and the receiving antenna is stationed at random positions in the room
at 1.38 m height. For each position the maximum bitrate is calculated as long as
IBER < 10-6, where for IBER the worst Milewski bound is chosen. With IBER is
meant the irreducible bit-error-rate. Thus the maximum bitrate is calculated consider
ing only delay spread of a profile and no additive noise is considered.

Because each profile, belonging to each position in the room, has its own rms delay
spread, comparison of the maximum bitrates at different positions is difficult.
Therefore the normalized bitrate is introduced, defined as the product of the rms
delay spread with the bitrate, resulting in figure 8.
From figure 8 can be concluded that there is no actual trend for the maximum
normalized bitrate at different positions in the room. The average value for maximum
norm. bitrate for the LOS measurements is 0.51, with a standard deviation of 0.36.
For the OBS measurements these values are resp. 0040 and 0.44. The large standard
deviation shows that the maximum possible normalized bitrate strongly depends on
the position in the room. When building an indoor single room radio network with
different receiving antennas the performance cannot be predicted for each terminal.
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Even a slight displacement can cause an unacceptable performance drop (or increase)
in the system performance.

When considering the average value of the maximum possible normalized bitrate of
the reception room, 0.51, it agrees well with the maximum normalized bitrate derived
in [4]. There acceptable performance was shown for C1 "s,maxSO.2, thus in our case with
QPSK C1 "s,max=C1 "b,maxl2=O.51/2~O.25. When obstructing the WS ray the perfor
mance at different positions increases as well decreases.

Because there is no trend in the simulation values from figure 8, the results can be
presented in survival functions, resulting in figure 9.
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Figure 9.: Survival function maximum possible normalized bitrate
in the reception room

In figure 9 the dependence on the position in the room is shown by the slope of the
abscissa, when there is no dependence on the position in each room the abscissa
would be almost vertical.

The simulation results of the other rooms are collected in appendix B. They are all
simulated with a calculated timing instant according to the power algorithm.
Two simulation results, with another antenna setup, figure B.9. and B.10., are
included. The transmitting antenna, a circular hom, was placed in the corner of the
room (3.00 m height) and the receiving antenna, an omnidirectional biconical hom,
was stationed randomly in the room (indicated as omni-horn or o-h) at 1.38 m height.

In figure B.11. the transmitting antenna, an omnidirectional biconical horn, was
placed in the centre of the room (3.00 m height) and the receiving antenna, a .circular
horn (1.38 m height), was stationed randomly in the room and aimed towards the
transmitting antenna at every position (indicated as omni-horn rem. or o-h rem.)

When comparing the different figures in appendix B, only small differences are
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noticed, see also table 2. In figures B.l to B.8 no maximum possible normalized
bitrates are found larger than 2.0 for the LOS case. Only the OBS case in the
amphitheatre show values larger than 2.0.
A larger value for the OBS case can be the result of phase shifts of the dominating
rays. The LOS ray can have a phase shift of 180 degrees compared to the phase shifts
of the strong reflections. Considering (15) and (16) this can have a negative influence
on the lSI samples. When removing the LOS ray the sample instant lies just around
the strong first refections and in the absence of the negative influence of the LOS ray,
the maximum possible normalized bitrate can be higher (see also paragraph 3.3.3).
Since the average maximum possible normalized bitrates are about the same for all
the rooms, the rooms with the smallest rms delay spread can transmit the highest
bitrate. But normalized bitrate of about 1.0 leads to a too small target value, which is
about 150 Mb/s.

Also the large spread of the maximum possible normalized bitrates is a problem. For
example when considering the LOS case in figure B.7., the reception room, the
difference between the largest maximum possible normalized bitrate at one position,
1.44, and the smallest at another position, 0.02, corresponds to a maximum bitrate at
these positions of resp. 35.6 Mb/s and 400 kb/s. This corresponds to a difference in
bitrate of 35 Mb/s!

The measurements with a different antenna setup, figure B.9. to B.11., show no
significant difference in the simulation results. They show also a large spread in the
simulation results. The average values for the maximum possible normalized bitrates
in these rooms are summarized below in table 2.

The rooms are the amphitheatre (AT), the computer room (CR), the corridor (CD)
in the computing centre building, the room EH1121 (EH), the hall in the auditorium
building (HA), the lecture room (LR), the reception room (RR) and the vaxroom
(VX). A description of these rooms is given in [1]. The abbreviations after the rooms,
in table 2, denote the antenna setup, see also [1].

The larger average value for the OBS case can once again be explained by the
negative influence which the LOS ray can have. The large standard deviations show a
great dependence on the position in the room (see paragraph 3.3.3).
The different antenna setup has no profound influence on as well the average value
nor the standard deviation.
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Table 2.: Average maximum possible normalized bitrate for the WS and OBS
case with their standard deviations in the different

rooms and for different antennas

LOS OBS

room (arb,max)av std. dev. (CHb,max)av std. dev.

AT 0-0 0.52 0.32 0.66 0.70

CR 0-0 0.56 0.36 0.58 0.34

CD 0-0 0.48 0.36 0.48 0.32

EH 0-0 0.52 0.44 0.52 0.38

HAo-o 0.56 0.34 0.48 0.30

LR 0-0 0.54 0.38 0.50 0.42

RR 0-0 0.51 0.36 0.40 0.44

VX 0-0 0.56 0.36 0.48 0.18

CR o-h 0.48 0.40 0.49 0.35

RR o-h 0.52 0.50 0.46 0.35

RR o-h rem. 0.42 0.37 0.58 0.37

3.3.1 Comparison of the Lower and Upper Milewski Bounds

In paragraph 3.1 two bounds for the BER are presented according to Milewski [5]. In
the previous paragraph the upper bound is used, leading to a worst case value of the
maximum possible bitrate.
But how close lies this bound to the lower bound, which would result in a best case.
In figure 10 the upper and lower Milewski BER bounds are presented versus the
SNR for two different bitrates (4 and 8 Mb/s) in profIle number 18 at 60 GHz in the
reception room. The maximum possible bitrate, when mER stays below 10-6 is 8.6
Mb/s.
The upper bounds in figure 10 are indicated as up and the lower bounds as 10.

When the influence of the lSI is small (figure 10, 4 Mb/s) the bounds lie very close to
each other. This difference decreases when the SNR increases.
When the influence of the lSI grows worse (figure 10, 8 Mb/s) the upper-lower bound
difference increases slightly, but also decreases for increasing SNR. Therefore using
the lower Milewski bound instead of the upper bound does not result in a significant
change in the maximum possible bitrate.
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Figure 10.: BER versus SNR for two
different bitrates showing both Milewski
bounds

3.3.2 Influence of the Timing Instant

The timing instant can be calculated in two different ways, according to the amplitude
(24) and the power (25) algorithm.
The influence of the timing instant for the maximum possible normalized bitrate for
the LOS measurements in the reception room and the vaxroom is shown in figures 11
and 12.
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Figure 11.: Influence of the timing instant on
the maximum possible normalized bitrate in
the reception room

Figure 12.: Influence of the timing instant on
the maximum possible normalized bitrate in
the vaxroom

The antennas used are omnidirectional biconical horns, the user defined bound is set
to 10-6 and there is no additive noise considered.
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When using the amplitude algorithm the maximum possible normalized bitrate
decreases. Also in the other rooms the use of the amplitude algorithm causes a
decrease in the system performance. Therefore the power algorithm is used in the
further simulations.

3.3.3 Influence of the User Defined BER bound
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The user defined illER bound, in the previous figures all set to 10-6, can also
influence the maximum possible normalized bitrate. To examine this influence in the
reception room the user defined IBER bounds are set to two different values; 10-6
and 10-3

• Figure 13 contains the illS case and figure 14 the OBS case.
RECEPTION ROOM

olllJli-omni. LOS

Figure 13.: Influence of the user defined BER
bound on the maximum possible normalized
bitrate in the LOS case

Figure 14.: Influence of the user dermed BER
bound on the maximum possible normalized
bitrate in the OBS case

The difference between the abscissas 10-6 and 10-3 is very small, maximally 0.04. Tran
slating this difference to bitrates this results in a difference of several hundred kb/s.
There can be concluded that the IBER increases sharply (a tight bound) at these
bitrates and therefore a higher user defined IBER bound will not significantly
increase the maximum possible (normalized) bitrate.

3.3.4 Influence of the Additive Noise

In all the previous paragraphs the irreducible bit-error-rate was examined, thus in the
absence of additive noise. In the communication system defined in figure 1, there is
also an additive Gaussian noise source. For QPSK in the absence of lSI the probabili
ty of a bit error was already defined in (17).
In figure 15 the probability-of-error, Pb' versus the SNR per bit is shown in the
absence of lSI (thus the theoretical probability of a bit error see equation 17), as well
when lSI is present (bitrates 4 and 8 Mb/s) in one of the profiles of the reception
room (T1860L) in the illS case.
The profile T1860L has a maximum possible bitrate when only the IBER is consider-
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ed in the WS case of 8.6 Mb/s, a larger value of this bitrate would thus cause an
mER> 1O~. In figure 15 is shown that a bitrate of 4 Mb/s already introduces severe
lSI in this low range of the SNR (the upper Milewski BER bound is presented). The
curve already differs from the theoretical curve, when the bitrate of 8 Mb/s is
considered the difference is already increased to an unacceptable value, where
performance for digital transmission is almost impossible, when SNR:s20 dB.
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Figure 15.: Probability of a bit error in
the presence of noise and lSI in profJ.1e
Tl860L of the reception room

In table 3 the probability of a bit error (upper Milewski BER bound) for larger
values of the SNR is given at different bitrates.

Table 3.: Probability of a bit error for higher SNR and different bitrates
in profJ.1e Tl860L in the reception room

SNR (dB)

rb (Mb/s) 10 20 30 40 no noise

4 2.10 x 10-4 2.86 X 10-20 <1] <77 <77

6 2.26 x 10-3 1.03 X 10-10 <1] <77 <1]

8 1.84 X 10-2 3.48 X 10-4 5.67 X 10-11 <1] <1]_.................................. ..................................... ..................................... ............................,........ ..................................... •...............................u ...

10 1.43 X 10-1 7.09 x 10-2 6.25 x 10-2 6.25 x 10-2 6.25 x 10-2

12 2.50 x 10-1 2.50 X 10-1 2.50 X 10-1 2.50 X 10-1 2.50 X 10-1

With 77 in table 3 is meant the machine's accuracy. All the values below the dashed
line are values corresponding to bitrates above the maximum possible bitrate
considering only IBER again where no acceptable performance can be found. In this
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bitrate range the lSI is dominant. In the range <8.6 Mb/s the noise also contributes
to the Pb' from table 3 can be concluded that when the mER (no noise) is taken as a
reference the SNR per bit must be at least 30 dB to compare the BER results.
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FIgU1"e 16.: Maximum possible bitrate com
parisian for no noise and SNR=20 dB in the
reception room

Figure 17.: Maximum possible normalized
bitrate comparisian for no noise and SNR =20
dB in the reception room

Also can be concluded from table 3 that when considering the mER, the degradation
of the SNR due to blocking of the illS ray (maximally 5 dB in the 0-0 case), does
not result in a profound decrease in the maximum possible bitrate in the OBS case.
Doing the same for all the other profiles results in the figure 16. Here the maximum
possible bitrate is given as function of the illS distance for two cases: one in the
absence of noise and one with a signal to noise ratio per bit of 20 dB. Figure 17 is
the translation of figure 16 to a survival function of the normalized bitrate.
For all the datapoints in figure 16 a decrease in the bitrate is shown and therefore
the abscissa in figure 17 moves to the left. Increasing the SNR would move the noise
abscissa towards the abscissa in the absence of noise (irreducible error rate), this was
already indicated in table 3.

3.3.5 Further Discussion of the Simulation Results

Already mentioned in paragraph 3.3 is the dependence of the maximum possible
bitrate on the position in the room. To gain more insight in the behaviour of the
BER across the room, the formulas which describe the lSI samples can be analyzed.
These formulas (15) and (16) contain the parameters of the different rays, which are
its amplitude (elp ), its delay (1p), its phase (8p ) and the expressions contain also the
raised cosine function describea in (2) and figure 2.

Examine a general profile, for example the profile indicated in figure 3, shows that it
mainly consists of a set of rays with large amplitudes being the strong ref1ections,
which occur within the first 100 ns. The other reflections which are much smaller in
amplitude arrive later in time. Because the amplitude of each ray linearly determines
the size of the lSI samples, see equations (15) and (16), the samples are mainly
determined by the rays which have the largest amplitudes.
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For simplicity consider a two ray model. The two rays have equal amplitude and a
time difference of several tens of nano-seconds. The calculated timing instant would
lie between these two rays. Therefore when looking at the argument of the raised
cosine function of the desired received sample p(toJ; to-'"p for those two rays (p =1,2),
the arguments are about the same.
Leaves only the phases of those two rays, which thus can have a profound influence
on the received sample, according to (15) and (16). When the phase difference is k
times 'Ir, the received signal vanishes almost completely, due to the sin(.) and cos(.)
terms in the expressions.
Therefore the lSI samples, which have an additional symbol period in the raised
cosine's argument, become of the same size (or larger) as the desired received
sample, resulting in a worse system performance.

Because the used carrier frequency is very high, 60 GHz, the wave length is in the
millimetre range. The phase distribution of the rays therefore changes completely as
the receiving antenna is moved slightly. Because the phase distributions is supposed to
be random all the phases of the rays with small amplitudes would almost cancel each
other in calculating the received and lSI samples and thus leaving the influence of the
phases of the rays with large amplitudes.

To underline the above one can change the phase distribution of a profile and again
determine the maximum possible (normalized) bitrate for acceptable system perfor
mance. When considering the reception room again, changing the phase distribution
results in a performance which changes drastically across the room, see figure 18.
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Figure 19,: Normalized maximum possible
bitrate for the measured and uniform phase
distribution

Concluded can be that changing the phase distribution must lead to a performance
which is close to the average in the room for each profile.
In figure 18 the maximum possible normalized bitrates are calculated when a uniform
phase distribution is imposed upon the profiles in the reception room in the LOS
case. This is done three times for each profile and the resulting average maximum
possible normalized bitrate is calculated when mER stays below 10-6. The scatter
figure in figure 18 can be translated to the survival figure in figure 19.
As argued before the maximum possible normalized bitrate should be close to the
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average value for each profile, thus the standard deviation of the simulated values
should be small.
Especially in figure 19 is shown that altering the measured phase distribution to a
uniform distribution changes, the slope of the abscissa to an almost vertical one,
showing a decrease in dependence on the position across the room.
For the measured phase distribution the average value and the standard deviation for
the LOS case are 0.51 resp. 0.36, see table 2. For the uniform phase distribution these
values are 0.52 resp. 0.14, see table 4. The average value hardly changes, but the
standard deviation decreases. The argumentation before that especially the phase
distribution of these profiles at 60 GHz determines the maximum possible bitrate can
hereby be underlined.

The simulation results for the LOS case in all the eight rooms and with different
antenna setup are gathered in appendix C.
Figures C.1 to C.8 use for both antennas omnidirectional biconical horns.
Figures C.9 and C.lO use a circular horn as transmitting (stationed in the corner of
the room) and an omnidirectional biconical horn as receiving antenna.
Figure C.lt uses an omnidirectional biconical horn as transmitting (stationed in the
centre of the reception room) and a circular horn as receiving antenna. The receiving
antenna at every position is aimed towards the base station.

Table 4.: Average maximum possible normalized bitrate for the LOS cases in eight
different rooms and for different antenna setup's when a uniform phase

distribution is used

~
LOS

(arb,max)av std. dev.

AT 0-0 0.55 0.19

CR 0-0 0.62 0.18

CD 0-0 0.64 0.24

EH 0-0 0.58 0.21

HA 0-0 0.61 0.24

LR 0-0 0.60 0.17

RR 0-0 0.52 0.14

VXo-o 0.52 0.21

CR o-h 0.53 0.15

RR o-h 0.49 0.22

RR o-h rem. 0.75 0.45
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The average maximum possible normalized bitrates are summarized in table 4.

25

Comparing table 2 (the illS case) and table 4 shows that the standard deviation
decreases in all the roOlDS. The average values are all somewhat higher in the
uniform distribution case. Especially the average value in the reception room in the
o-h rem. case increases with 0.33, when the uniform distribution is used.
Also the slope of the abscissa, in figure c.n, indicates a large spread in the values
across the room, showing dependence on the position in the room. This dependence
on the position in the room must therefore result from the actual shape of the profile
and not result from the phase distribution.
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4. Performance of a DFE QPSK Modem in the
Measured Indoor Multipath ProIDes

4.1 Description of the DFE

27

To combat the degradation in performance by lSI in communication systems,
equalization techniques have been suggested, some of them adaptive. These tech
niques use the reconstructed data sequence to update the filter coefficients to adapt
to changing conditions, but do not aid in making a digit decision. This led to feedback
equalization. In these applications only the effects of lSI due to past digits were
considered. An equalizer which compensates for the effects of lSI due to both future
and past pulses is the decision feedback equalizer (DFE), first suggested by Austin in
'67, with the use of a forward and a feedback filter. Monsen [8,9] describes a
convergent adaptation procedure for a fading multipath under a minimum-mean
square-error criterion (MMSE). It has been shown that this receiver is superior to
one without a feedback path, the linearly equalizer.

The decision feedback equalizer is given in figure 20.

for'WVll fil....r ...,UOD

feedbllck filler RetiOD

FJgU1"e 20: Decision Feedback Equalizer

It consists of a feedforward filter section and a feedback filter section.
The forward filter consist of a tapped delay line filter with tap spacing equal to f S' In
the simulations the tap spacing is set to the symbol length. The forward tap gains are

denoted as I-x ... lx' where K=K]+K2+1 is the total number of forward taps.
1 2

The feedback filter also consists of a tapped delay line filter with tap spacing equal to
the symbol length. The feedback taps are denoted as b]...bv where L is the total
number of feedback taps.

The forward filter operates on the received signal, ret) and acts like a normal linear
equalizer. It is used to reduce the effects of future digit lSI, i.e. the precursors.
The impulse response of the forward filter is indicated in (26). The forward taps are
divided in K] future taps, K2 past taps and one centre tap.
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K2

f(t) =L f/ 6(t-i.,s)
i--KI

(26)

The * denotes the complex conjugate and 6(.) the Dirac delta function. With the
received signal in (12) the output of the forward filter becomes

1"",(/) =i~'K[.t.s.h(/-ir, -kT,)+n(/-ir,)] (27)

where h(.) denotes the overall transfer function (11) including the transfer functions
of the transmitting and receiving filter. The output is sampled at the symbol rate and
held for the symbol duration.

The feedback filter linearly operates on the reconstructed data, set) and is used to
eliminate past digit lSI, i.e. the postcursors, under the idea that the detected symbols
are known and these past decisions are assumed to be correct. Then the lSI contribu
tion in these symbols can be cancelled exactly by subtracting past symbol values with
appropriate weighting from the equalizer output. The impulse response of the
feedback filter can be described as

L

b(t) =L bi 6(t-iT)
i=1

The output of the feedback filter becomes at the decision time for the Sk symbol

L

boulkTs) =L bis (kTs-iTs)
i-I

The decision process takes the form for a QPSK system

s=sgn [Re(foUl-bOUl)] + jsgn[Im(foUl-bOUl)]

where sgn(.) is the signum function.

(28)

(29)

(30)

The DFE minimizes the mean-square-error (MSE). This error, €(t), is defined as the
difference between the analog input of the decision device and the output of the
decision device, the corresponding transmitted symbol. With the expressions in (27)
and (29) the minimization problem can be stated as

(31)

with
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(32)

where the formula between the square brackets is the input of the decision device.

For minimizing this MSE the forward and feedback taps are updated simultaneously.
They are updated according to (33) and (34).

with i=-Kl'..~

with i=1,2,..~

(33)

(34)

where Q is the stepsize of the algorithm, which should be chosen small enough to
guarantee convergence. Thus the filter tap gains are updated by incrementing the
present value with a fraction (Q) of the product of the tap contents and the error
sample at that particular sample time.

To compare the QPSK modem with a QPSK\DFE modem, expressions for the bit
error-rate must be found. In the next paragraph these expressions will be presented
according to [9].

4.2 DFE Performance Analysis

The average probability of error of a QPSK/DFE modem is calculated in [9,10] and
given by

(35)

where K1+K2+1 is the total number of forward filter taps K, D is the external
diversity and the Ak are the eigenvalues of the matrix G-1C(toJ. The elements of the
matrix CJcJ(toJ are given by

III

CJcJ(to)=Jer(to-kfs-u)er(to-lfs -u)p(u)du- (36)

where f s is the equalizer tap spacing of the forward filter (in the next paragraph Ts),

er(.) is the impulse response of the transmitting and receiving filters (raised cosine
with ft =0.5 given in equation 2).
The elements of matrix G are given by
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(37)

where Eb is the average energy per bit, No is the spectral height of the additive noise,
y2 is the estimated equivalent variance of the lSI, I is the number of significant future
lSI pulses, to is the sampling instant and Ts is the symbol period.

Equation (36) can be rewrited, using the expression of the power delay function in
(4), to the summation expression in (38)

N

CkZ= Icr(to-kfs-u)cr(to-lfs-U)L a; 6(U-fp)du

- p~
N

=L a;cr(to-kfs-fp)cr(to-lfs-fp)
p-l

(38)

Because it is assumed that the feedback filter cancels the lSI due to symbols which
arrive before the symbol is detected completely, the remaining lSI can be classified as
future resulting in the summation expression in (37). The sum over i in equation (37)
can be truncated after a few terms due to the finite duration of the overall transfer
function h(t) (here I is set to 3 ).

Another approximation which has to be made is the value for y2. A choice of y2 =0.5
already showed a good agreement between calculated and measured values [9].

4.3 Presentation of the Simulation Software

The simulation software monsen.pas has been written in the program language
PASCAL The objective is to determine the maximum possible bitrate in the measu
red profiles at 60 GHz for acceptable performance.

The basic structure of the program is shown in figure 21. The batch files monsen.lis
and ou batch.lis contain lists of the input (file '?'?mns) resp. outputfiles (file '?'?dat),
where the question marks denote a two digit number. As long as there are input files
in the inputbatch the program continues with the calculations. First all the variables
from the inputfile are stored in global variables. Creating a dumpfile, dump.out, with
additional information is optional and can be specified in the inputfile.
In the inputfile a two digit number can be specified, which indicates which measure
ment file should be used; meas*.lis (with * is meant the two digit number).
Before the subprogram is started an initialization procedure is called. When the
subprogram finishes the calculations all the assigned files are closed.

The subprogram starts by calculating the power delay profile, see figure 22, from the
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measurementfiles listed in the measurementbatch meas*.lis. When the measurement

assign input and outputbatch

while there are inputfiles in inputbatch

input and outputfile assignment

reading inputfile

OPTION: dumpfile assignment

assign measbatch: meas*.lis, with * read from
inputfile

initialization

..... subprogram .....

OPTION: close dumpfile

close input and outputfile

close input and outputbatch

Figure 21.: Basic structure of the simulation software monsen.pas

batch only contains one specific measurementfile, the program calculates the power
delay profile of that single channel impulse response. In the inputfile a number of
options can be specified: obstruct the LOS ray (in the same way as indicated in para
graph 3.2), create slide data files slide ?dat (see also paragraph 3.2) from the
different measurementfiles and create a Siide data file power.dat from the averaged
power delay profile.

In the same way as indicated in paragraph 3.2 the relevant rays must be extracted
from the total profile, they are stored in the global variable channel. Because the
calculations do not use the phase distribution, because it uses the power profile
instead of the actual impulse response, see (36), the phase distribution is set to zero.

After extracted the relevant paths the RMS delay spread and the timing instant are
calculated and stored in the global real variables rms del spr resp. to'

Then the program starts to calculate the BER as long the bitrate stays below a user
defined endbitrate and as long the BER stays below a user defined BER bound, both
specified in the inputfile.
First the program starts to calculate matrix C/d(toJ, according to (38). Its elements are
stored in the real matrix variable C Matrix. It continues with the calculation of the
matrix G, according to (37), which elements are stored in the real matrix variable
G Matrix.
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calculate power delay profile

while there are measurementfiles in meausurementbatch

measurementfI1e assignment

convert measurement points to delay, gain and phase

OPTION: obstruct WS ray

OPTION: create slide datafile

calculate total power gain

average power delay profile

close measurementfI1e

calculate average power delay proflle

find relevant rays

OPTION: create slide datafI1e from average power delay proflle

calculate RMS delay spread

calculate timing instant: OPTION: according to amplitude or power algorithm

while bitrate is smaller than user defmed endbitrate bound AND BER is smaller than
user defined BER bound

calculate C matrix: C Matrix

calculate G matrix: G Matrix

calculate inverse of the G matrix: Inv G Matrix

SVD of the G matrix: A*cUag*V_Matrix

check condition of the G matrix

create diagonal matrix from cUag: Diag Matrix

calculate transpose of matrix A: GT Matrix

calculate product matrix of Diag Matrix and GT_Matrix: PDl

calculate product matrix of V Matrix and PDt: Inv G Matrix

OPTION: check inverse matrix if GG"l=1

calculate product matrix of Inv_G_Matrix and C_Matrix: PD_Matrix

calculate eigenvalues of PD Matrix with SVD

calculate bit-error-rate with the eigenvalues

increase bitrate and adjust the symbol time

FIgure 22.: Subprogram of the simulation software monsen.pas
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Because the inverse of this matrix G is required an inverse matrix conversion had to
be found, which is able to invert matrices of variable size.
The calculation of the inverse matrix can be performed in different ways [7].
The first method is to calculate the LV-decomposition and by backsubstituting find
the inverse matrix. Of course a Pivot strategy must be implemented to obtain the
stability when calculating this inverse. The LV-decomposition from [7] uses Crout's
method with partial pivoting (only interchanging rows).
The implementation of these routines however was not leading to satisfactory results.
Simple calculating the unit matrix from 1=GG-l resulted in non-diagonal elements of
factors 100. Therefore a more powerful method had to be used to calculate the
inverse matrix of matrices which are singular or almost numerically very close to
singular.
Such powerful method is singular-value-decomposition (SVD). It is based on a
theorem of the linear algebra [7]:
Any MxN matrix A whose number of rows M is greater than or equal to its number of
columns N, can be written as the product of an MxN column-orthogonal matrix U, an
NxN diagonal matrix W with positive or zero elements, and the transpose of an NxN
orthogonal matrix ~
The shapes of these matrices are shown in (39).

( A ) =[ u ).[ W ).( ) (39)

If the matrix A is square NxN then V, V and Ware all square matrices of the same
size. It follows directly that the inverse can be written as

A -1 = V.[diag(l\w j )].U T (40)

The only thing that can go wrong is that one of the w/s becomes zero. A test can be
performed by calculating the condition number of the matrix defined as
max(wj)/min(wj). A matrix is singular if the condition number is infinite and is ill
conditioned when the condition number is too large. Testing the reciproke of the
condition number gives knowledge about the singularities of the matrix; when it
approaches the machine's floating point precision (10~) care should be taken in
considering the obtained results.
In the program a test of the condition number is performed and the program is halted
and an error message appears, when the reciproke of this condition number is smaller
than 10~.

After calculating the inverse matrix G-l another test can be performed (optional), by
calculating the unit matrix and manually check if this is correct. .

Then the eigenvalues of the productmatrix G-lC/cJ(toJ have to be calculated, this can
also be performed in different ways.
The procedure SVD can be used to calculate the eigenvalues, but also the product-
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matrix can be transformed to a Hessenberg matrix and the eigenvalues can be
calculated with the OR algorithm.
An upper Hessenberg matrix has zeros everywhere below the diagonal except for the
first subdiagonal row. The transformation is analogue to Gaussian elimination with
pivoting. After the matrix decomposition the OR algorithm, where the matrix A is
written as A = OR, where 0 is orthogonal and R is upper triangular is used to
calculate the eigenvalues.
The sensitivity of the eigenvalues to rounding errors during the execution of some
algorithms can be reduced by first balancing the matrix. The error in the eigenvalues
is generally proportional to the Euclidean norm of the matrix, that is the square root
of the sum of the squares of the matrix' elements. Balancing makes corresponding
rows and columns of the matrix of comparable norms, thus reducing the overall norm
of the matrix, without changing the eigenvalues.
In figure 23 the simulation results for the reception room are calculated with
different algorithms for calculating the eigenvalues.
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Figure 23.: Simulation result for the reception room for 4
different ways in calculating the eigenvalues

Curve A represents the Hessenberg together with the OR algorithm, without balan
cing. Curve Buses Hessenberg-OR-algorithm with balancing. Curve C uses SVD with
balancing and curve D uses SVD without balancing.
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The calculation with Hessenberg together with the QR algorithm gives the best
performance with and without balancing. But this method has difficulties when the
matrix is large. The SVD without balancing doesn't give satisfactory results, but the
SVD algorithm with balancing gives almost the same results as the Hessenberg-QR
algorithm and can. cope with matrices of 7x7 or larger. Therefore the SVD algorithm
with a balanced matrix is used to calculate the eigenvalues.

After gathering the eigenvalues the probability of a bit error can. be calculated from
(35). When the bitrate is below the user defined endbitrate bound and the BER is
below a user defined BER bound the bitrate is increased and the calculation repeats
(figure 22). In appendix D the complete listing of this simulation program and an
example of an inputfile is presented.

4.4 Simulation Results

With the simulation program monsen.pas described in paragraph 4.3 the bitrate and
normalized bitrate versus the BER can be calculated. From these figures the maxi
mum possible bitrate can be calculated for acceptable system performance.

In the same way as indicated in figure 7 the maximum possible bitrate can be
calculated when the user defined BER bound is set to 10-3

• This results in figure 24.
In figure 25 the normalized bitrate versus the WS distance is showed, using the
single profiles measured in the reception room, for both WS and OBS cases.
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Figure 24.: Scatter figure maximum possible
bitrate versus LOS distance

FIgure 25.: Scatter figure maximum possible
Dormalized bitrate versus LOS distance

The SNR is 40 dB for the WS case, the DFE uses 3 forward taps (1 future tap), the
timing instant is calculated according to the power algorithm and the tap spacing in
the forward filter is Ts' The used antennas are omnidirectional biconical horns. The
SNR degradation due to blocking the WS ray is also taken into account.
In paragraph 3.3.4 is shown that the mER results equals the BER results when
SNR=40 dB. In paragraph 3.3.3 is shown that the BER bound hardly influences the
maximum possible bitrates when no DFE is used. Therefore figures 24 and 25 may be
compared to figures 7 and 8.
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The average values of the maximum norm. bitrate in the WS and OBS case in
figure 24 are much higher (2.10 resp. 1.87) than the average values without using a
DFE (0.51 and 0.40). This DFE makes a higher bitrate possible, which is of course
the primary goal of using a DFE.

Furthermore the values from figure 24 and 25 show no real excesses compared to the
maximum normalized bitrate values in figures 7 and 8. When the standard deviation
is normalized by the average value the different spreads in the simulation results can
be compared. For the WS case in figure 8 this leads to 0.36/0.51=0.71 and in figure
25 this value is 0.40/2.10=0.19. Thus the spread in the simulation results decreases,
when using a DFE, therefore decreasing the dependence on the position in the room.

Comparing the simulation results no-DFE and DFE is not fair. The calculation of the
BER according to (35) uses the power delay profiles because the phase distribution is
considered as uniform. In paragraph 3.3.5 it is shown that when using the actual
channel impulse response in calculating the BER, the phase distribution has a
profound influence on the simulation results. Therefore when comparing the case no
DFE and DFE, the simulation results from paragraph 3.3.5 should be used, thus with
the uniform phase distribution.
The WS case with the uniform distribution in the reception room led to an average
possible norm. bitrate value of 0.52, together with a standard deviation of 0.14 this
results in the normalized value of 0.27. This value is somewhat higher than the value
of the WS DFE case ,0.19. This can be explained because the uniform average value
is determined by averaging over only three different distributions. Therefore the
spread in the simulations values in paragraph 3.3.5, due to the phase distribution is
not cancelled exactly, resulting in a higher standard deviation.

In the same way as indicated in paragraph 3.3 the results from figure 25 can be
translated to a survival function, figure 26.
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rlgUl'e 26.: Survival function of the maximum possible normalized
bitrate
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The slope of the abscissa in figure 26 is almost vertical, which already was demon
strated by the small standard deviation. Compare this figure 26 to the uniform phase
distribution in figure 19, the slopes are almost the same, which already was demon
strated by the comparison of the two normalized standard deviations (0.27 for the
uniform LOS case versus 0.19 for the DFE LOS case). Only the abscissa is positioned
at the right of the abscissa in figure 19, indicating that higher bitrates are possible.

Because the simulation results when using a DFE show almost no dependence on the
position in the room (in the 0-0 case), the single profiles can be collected, following
(6), into a single average power delay profile. Then the 22 simulation results, in the
previous figures are translated to one average value for that considered room, to save
computer calculation time. This leads to figure 27. There the BER bound is reached
at a normalized bitrate of about 2.2, which is almost the same value when using the
average value over the 22 different profiles, 2.1.
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Figure 27.: BER versus the normalized bitrate
using the average power delay profile

When looking at the curve in figure 27, it can be noticed that the BER first decreases
when a'bSO.3 and then starts to increase.
The improvement for small or moderate amounts of multipath spread can be
explained by introducing more additional redundant channels, therefore increasing the
internal diversity, causing an internal diversity gain. Increasing the multipath however
also causes the introduce of lSI. Because the equalizer exploits the internal diversity
when the lSI is small this results in a performance increase for small values of arb'
For larger values of arb the effects of lSI become more significant with respect to the
internal diversity and the equalizer cannot use all the additional diversity paths due to
the limited span of the forward filter. For even larger values of arb an irreducible
error rate is introduced due to this extreme multipath (lSI) conditions. See also
paragraph 4.4.2.
Increasing the span of the forward filter (increasing the number of forward taps)
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results in a larger multipath handling capability and higher bitrates should be
possible, see paragraph 4.4.3.

In the next paragraphs the average power delay profile is used unless there is
indicated that specific profiles are used.

4.4.1 Influence of the Timing Instant

The timing instant can be calculated in two ways: according to the amplitude (24) and
according to the power algorithm (25).
In paragraph 3.3.2 there has been shown that the power algorithm is superior to the
amplitude algorithm, when no equalizer is used.

When a DFE (3 forward and 1 future tap) is used in the LOS case in the reception
room and the vaxroom this results in figures 28 and 29.
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Figure 28.: BER versus the normalized bitrate
for two different timing instants in the recep
lion room

FIgUre 29.: BER versus normalized bitrate for
two different liming instants in the vaxroom

The power algorithm shows an improvement in the maximum possible normalized
bitrate. When BER::s:1O-3 the maximum normalized bitrate for the amplitude timing
algorithm is 1.1 for both reception room and vaxroom. Compared to the values for
the power algorithm, 2.1 for both rooms, the power algorithm shows an increase of
about 1.0 in the normalized bitrate. This normalized bitrate value corresponds to an
improvement in terms of bitrate in the reception room of 23.1 Mb/s (aav,rec. room =43.3
os) and in the vaxroom of 16.9 Mb/s (a~va.voom=59.3ns)!
In the following paragraphs the timing :instant is calculated according to the power
algorithm.
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4.4.2 Influence of the Signal to Noise Ratio

Using the average power delay profile, as indicated in paragraph 4.4.1, the simula
tions can be repeated for different SNR's.
For the reception room this results in figure 30 for the WS case and in figure 31 for
the OBS case.
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Figure 30.: BER versus normalized bitrate for
three different SNR's in the LOS case

Figure 31.: BER versus normalized bitrate for
three different SNR's in the OBS case

The DFE3 uses three forward (one future) tap, the used antenna's are omnidirectio
nal biconical horns [1] and the SNR is 30/40/50 dB for the LOS case. Blocking of the
LOS ray causes a decrease in SNR causing an increase in the BER, see figure 31.
The simulation results for the other rooms are collected in appendix E.
At low normalized bitrates the SNR is mainly defining the BER, because the lSI is
small. As indicated in the paragraph 4.4 the BER first decreases, because the DFE
uses the internal diversity resulting from the increased multipath. When the influence
of the lSI grows, at higher bitrates, a kind of mER is created, see figures 30 and 31,
where the influence of the SNR in extreme multipath conditions is neglectible. When
BERs10-3 the maximum possible normalized bitrate for the SNR values of 40 and 50
dB doesn't change, indicating the mER bound.

The values at the right-end of the x-axis are the bitrates, calculated with the average
rms delay spread in each room. Thus a normalized bitrate in the reception rpom of
10.0 in the LOS case, corresponds to a bitrate of about 230 Mb/s.

The maximum possible normalized bitrates (BERs10-3
) for different rooms (appendix

E) are listed in table 5.
The rooms can be divided in three classes [1]:
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- VLS:

- LNS:

- RTR:

Very large complex structures, this are the amphitheatre
(AT), the Hall in the Auditorium building (HA) and the
Vaxroom (VX).
Long narrow structures, this is the corridor (CD) in the
computing centre building.
Rectangular (small) rooms, this are the computer room
(CR), the room EH1121 (EH), the lecture room (LR) and
the reception room (RR).

Table 5.: Maximum possible norm. bitrates for different rooms for the LOS and OBS case
in eight different rooms with 0-0 as antenna setup

I I
(arb)max

class room LOS OBS LOS-
OBS

AT 0-0 3.2 1.7 1.5

VLS HA 0-0 3.5 1.7 1.7

VX 0-0 3.2 2.0 1.1
•••••n ...................................... ......................................... ............................. .......................... ...........................

LNS CD 0-0 2.7 2.3 0.4............................................ ......................................... ........................... .......................... ...........................
CR 0-0 2.0 1.9 0.1

RTR EH 0-0 1.9 1.7 0.2

LR 0-0 2.2 1.5 0.7

RR 0-0 2.3 1.8 0.5

In [1] it is shown that the compensation of the inverse square free-space loss by the
antenna gain is the best in the VLS rooms. Striking is that these three rooms, AT,
HA and Vx, have the best performance, resulting in maximum normalized bitrates
above three, resp. 3.2, 3.5 and 3.2. The large difference between the LOS and OBS
case underlines this assumption.

The RTR rooms have comparable values for the maximum norm. bitrate lying just
around 2.0. The difference between the LOS and OBS case is small (maximally 0.7).
Because these rooms are small compared to the VLS rooms, the LOS ray is attenua
ted by the antenna's radiation patterns which lie in the horizontal plane, see [1].
Therefore removing the LOS ray has no profound influence.

The value for the LNS room lies just between the values for the VLR and the RTR
rooms. The difference between the LOS and OBS case is small because almost all
power is received via reflections against the metal side walls. Thus the LOS ray has
no profound influence, which can be concluded from the small drop in (arb)max in
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the OBS case compared to the LOS case.

4.4.3 Influence of the Number of Forward Taps
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RECEPTION ROOM
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The influence of the number of forward taps is indicated in figures 32 and 33. In
figure 32 the LOS case in the reception room is considered for 3, 5 and 7 forward
taps. In figure 33 the simulation results for the OBS case are presented, again
showing the increase in BER due to the decrease in SNR when blocking the LOS ray.
The SNR is 40 dB for the LOS case, it uses one future tap and the antennas are
omnidirectional biconical horns [1].
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Figure 32.: BER versus normalized bitrate for
the LOS case for different number of forward
taps

Figure 33.: BER versus normalized birate for
the OBS case for different number of forward
taps

Increasing the number of forward taps increases the span of the equalizer. Therefore
the decrease in the system performanc.e, due to severe lSI, can be longer coped with.
Thus the maximum possible bitrate (BER~10'3) increases, with increasing number of
forward taps.

The same simulation results in all the rooms, for as well the LOS as the OBS case,
are collected in appendix F. The maximum possible normalized bitrates in these
rooms can be derived from this figures and are summarized below in table 6.

Increasing the number of forward taps from 3 to 5 taps shows an increase in the
maximum possible normalized bitrate. From table 6 follows that for the VI.S rooms
and for the LNS these values lie around 9.0 for 5 forward taps. The values for the
RlR are much lower around 6.0. This difference in performance was already
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concluded in paragraph 4.4.2.
For 7 forward taps the maximum possible normalized bitrate values show a larger
spread in different rooms. Striking is the large value for the hall in the auditorium
building of 18.0.

The maximum normalized bitrate values for the OBS case are much lower. Especially
the degradation in the VLS rooms is striking indicating the already noticed influence
of the LOS ray in these large rooms.

Table 6.: Maximum possible normalized bitrate for different rooms, for the
LOS and OBS case and for different number of forward taps

I II
LOS

I
OBS

class rooms 3 I 5 I 7 3 5 7

AT 3.2 8.2 15.8 1.7 5.0 9.1

VLS HA 3.5 9.7 18.0 1.7 5.0 11.3

vx 3.2 8.6 13.6 2.0 6.0 10.2..................,,,....... .... ,1 .................... ........................... ..........111"............ "" .................... ,1 ........................... ...............61.......... ...........................
LNS CD 2.7 9.7 12.0 2.3 6.6 11.3

............................ .......................... ........................... ........... 11.............. .......................... ........................... I .......................... ...........................

CR 2.0 6.5 10.6 1.9 6.4 10.8

RTR EH 1.9 4.7 8.7 1.7 4.4 7.8

LR 2.2 6.4 10.5 1.5 4.6 7.1

RR 2.3 6.3 11.4 1.8 6.0 10.0

Because the normalized bitrate includes the influence of the rms delay spread of each
roomt the largest maximum possible bitrate may not correspond to the largest
maximum normalized bitrate. Translating thereforet dividing the values from table 6
by the average rms delay spread of each room, table 6 to table 7t where the maxi
mum possible bitrates are listed.

Because the lecture room has a small average rIDS delay spread (21.1 ns for the LOS
and 17.8 ns for the OBS case) the resulting maximum bitrate is very large. Looking at
the target value of about 150 Mb/st for future B-ISDN applicationst this results in a
DFE which uses at least 5 taps for the LOS case. For the OBS case the number of
forward taps must be at least 7 tapst in order to guarantee a possible bitrate larger
than 150 Mb/ s.

The performance in bitrates in the Hall of the auditorium building and in the
vaxroom are much lower than the normalized values predictt due to the large rms
delay spread in these rooms.
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Table 7.: Maximum possible bitrate for different rooms, for the
WS and OBS case and for different number of forward taps
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I ~
LOS rb (Mb/s)

I

OBS rb (Mb/s)

class rooms 3 I 5 I 7 3 5 7

AT 95 244 471 53 160 285

VLS HA 54 148 275 28 78 180

VX 54 145 230 36 101 174...._............_.... .......................... • ...................11..... ........................... .......................... .,......................... ........................... ......._................
LNS CD 40 144 178 33 97 164............................ ........................11 ........................... ........................... .......................... ........................... ........................... ...........................

CR 47 153 250 45 151 255

RTR EH 65 160 297 61 163 282

LR 104 303 498 84 264 399

RR 53 145 262 44 150 246

4.4.4 Influence of the Used Antennas

In the computer room and the reception room also measurements are performed with
a different antenna setup.
In the computer room a circular horn base station is stationed in the upper corner
and a omnidirectional biconical horn is used as remote at 1.38 m height, indicated as
o-h.
In the reception room the same antenna setup is used, o-h, but also an omnidirectio
nal biconical horn is stationed in the centre of the room at 3.00 m height and a
circular horn is placed on the remote at 1.38 m height, indicated as o-h rem. The
circular remote horn is at every position aimed towards the transmitting antenna.

In appendix G the different simulation results are collected. Figures G.1, G.3 and G.5
contain the LOS cases for three different SNR's (30\40\50 dB) for this antenna
setups. Figures G.2, GA and G.6 contain their OBS cases.
Figures G.7, G.9 and G.lI contain the LOS cases for three (3, 5 and 7) different
number of forward taps (1 future tap) and figures G.8, G.10 and G.12 contain their
OBS cases.

"
The curves of the LOS o-h rem. case in the reception room, figures G.5 and G.lI,
show for a normalized bitrate of about 1.0 a ''bump''. The BER first increases but
then decreases where for arb~7 (3 taps) a sharp increase of the BER is observed.
This kind of curve is not evidently found in the other antenna setup's in the reception
room, see figures 30 and 32.
Striking is that the "bump" in the BER curve disappears when the LOS ray is blocked.
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A suitable explanation for this ''bump'' is yet not found.

In table 8 the maximum possible normalized bitrates are summarized, when BERslO
3

Table 8.: Maximum possible normalized bitrate for different antenna
setup and for different number of forward taps

~
WS

I
OBS

3 I 5 I 7 3 5 7

CR o-h 2.4 7.4 13.3 1.9 5.8 10.4

RR o-h 4.6 14.0 23.1 2.2 6.7 12.5

RR o-h rem. 7.3 19.4 31.3 1.4 5.0 8.2

When the results from the computer room with this antenna setup are compared to
the results using the 0-0 antenna setup, table 6; for the WS case a small increase in
performance is noticed. For the OBS case a slight performance decrease can be
observed. The larger difference, in the WS and OBS case for this antenna setup
compared to the 0-0 setup, show that this configuration is more sensitive to blocking
the WS ray. Because this setup uses especially the information in the WS ray, large
degradation in system performance can be expected when blocking this ray.
Thus when the normalized bitrate is considered especially the OBS case results in
worse maximum possible normalized bitrates compared to the 0-0 antenna setup.
But because the profiles measured with this antenna setup, o-h and o-h rem., have a
smaller , as expected, average rms delay spread, this setup results in the transmission
of higher bitrates for the LOS case, see table 9 (and see right end x-axis' in appendix
G).

The increase in system performance for the WS case in the reception room is very
large, when 5 or 7 forward taps are used, even values above 20 are found for 7 taps.
However the OBS case also show a (large) performance decrease compared to the 0

o case. This drop in performance due to blocking the WS ray is the worst in the o-h
rem. case, also indicating the profound influence of the WS ray. But also the average
rms delay spread is smaller thus consequently higher bitrates can be transmitted.
For example a maximum possible normalized bitrate value of 31.3 in the reception
room (LOS o-h rem.) corresponds to a bitrate above 1 Gb/s, but the drop to 8.8
(OBS o-h rem.) still corresponds to a bitrate of 226 Mb/s!

Thus practical the difference, described in normalized bitrate, in performance is
worse in the OBS case compared to the 0-0 antenna setup. But due to the smaller
average rms delay spread in the room, when using circular horns, almost equal
bitrates can be transmitted even for the OBS case.
Another advantage of using the circular horn is the larger antenna gain, resulting in a
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higher SNR ratio compared to the setup where omnidirectional antennas are used.

Table 9.: Maximum possible bitrates for different antenna
setup and for different number of forward taps

~
LOS

I
OBS

3 I 5 I 7 3 5 7

CR o-h 66 205 368 51 157 282

RR o-h 111 339 559 45 138 258

RR o-h rem. 327 869 1402 36 129 211
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A large disadvantage of using a circular horn is the large drop in SNR for the OBS
case. This results in an unacceptable increase in BER, compare for example figures
G.11. and G.12. in appendix G where the SNR is very large.

4.4.5 Influence of the External Diversity

Besides using a DFE in cancelling the lSI, also external diversity can be used.
The proposed diversity in [9] is indicated in figure 34.

ni- l )

Figure 34.: Model of the communication system using D diversity paths

There are D explicit external diversity channels. The influence of D on the BER is
already indicated in expression (35).
When no diversity and dual diversity are simulated in the reception room (0-0), this
results in figures 35 (LOS case) and 36 (OBS case).
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When using dual diversity the curve shifts towards a decrease in the BER. The BER
decreases about a factor 104 for small lSI, i.e. small rb's. When the influence of the
lSI becomes more significant the BER again increases sharply indicating the mER
bound; the maximum possible normalized bitrate (when BER:51O-3

) only changes
slightly, from 2.3 for no diversity to 3.2 for dual diversity.
Because the curves in the previous paragraphs all need a high signal to noise ratio of
about 40 dB which practical is almost impossible to obtain a BER of about 10-4,
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Figure 35.: BER versus normalized bitrate for .
single and dual diversity for the LOS case

Figure 36.: BER versus normalized bitrate for
single and dual diversity in the OBS case

diversity can be used to decrease this BER and therefore a smaller value of the SNR
can be used. With the right coding the resulting BER of 104 (with this smaller value
of the SNR) can be decreased to values of 10-8.
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To combat intersymbol interference (lSI), due to a multipath fading, resulting from
an indoor radio link, a decision feedback equalizer (DFE) is used. This DFE showed
already its performance on lower datarates and in a lower frequency range in an
indoor environment [11].
For the performance evaluation measurements at the Eindhoven University of
Technology (EDT) at 60 GHz have been used. These measurements were performed
in eight different rooms at twenty randomly chosen positions in each room. The used
antennas are either omnidirectional biconical horns or circular horns [1].

A computation program is written to analyze the performance of a Quaternary Phase
Shift Keying (QPSK) modem considering the bit-error-rate (BER). This BER is
calculated according to tight Milewski bounds. The advantage of these bounds are the
small computation time with respect to their accuracy.
The results for the maximum feasible normalized bitrate, (orb)max (i.e. the product of
the rms delay spread with the bitrate) for a specified BER requirement for this QPSK
modem showed a large spread in the (arb )max across different positions in the room.
Besides the large spread across the room, the average maximum feasible (normalized)
bitrates are too low for the target value of several 100 Mbit/s.

A DFE is used with a minimum-mean-square-error adaptation algorithm. The
performance of a DFE\QPSK modem was analyzed by Monsen [9]. The forward filter
operates on the received signal and reduces the effects of pre-cursive intersymbol
interference (lSI). The forward filter consists of a tapped delay line with symbol
duration tap spacing. The feedback filter, also a tapped delay line, operates on the
reconstructed data and aids in making a digit decision, where the reconstructed data
is assumed to be correct. The feedback filter cancels all postcursive lSI, thus the
number of feedback taps is assumed to be large enough to cancel all this postcursive
lSI.

A second computation program is written to calculate the performance of this DFE\
QPSK modem, described in terms of the maximum feasible (normalized) bitrate for a
specified BER requirement. The DFE\QPSK modem shows that (arb )max is almost
equal at different positions across each room.
When omnidirectional biconical horns are used, where the transmitting antenna is
stationed in the centre of the room, at 3.00 m height and the remote antenna
stationed at random chosen positions in each room, at 1.38 m height, the best
performance is achieved in very large rooms. But these rooms however, also show a
large drop in (orb )max , when the line-of-sight (illS) ray is blocked. The smaller
rooms show a (orb )max which is somewhat inferior compared to the large rooms, but
these rooms don't show a large drop in performance when the illS ray is blocked.
To achieve a transmission rate of >100 Mbit/s the number of forward taps should be
at least 5 taps for the LOS case and at least 7 taps for the OBS (obstructed illS ray)
case. Furthermore the DFE requires a large signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) of 40 dB.
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When the antenna setup is altered to an omnidirectional biconical transmitting
antenna, stationed in the centre of the room, at 3.00 m height and a circular hom
remote, at 1.38 m height this leads to a substantial increase in performance for the
illS case. But blocking the illS ray however, results in a significant drop in (arb )max
especially due to the drop in SNR when the profound influence of this illS ray is
removed.

The BER can be further reduced by using external (antenna) diversity. Dual diversity
resulted in a reduction in the BER of about 10-3 compared to the no-diversity case,
but only caused a slight increase (arb )max. However diversity can be used to allow a
decrease in the SNR for a BER requirement of the order 10-3

- 104
•

A recommendation for further study is to implement the statistical model defined in
[1] and repeat the simulations to generalize the calculations in this report.
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Program Listing from Milewskipas and Example of Inputfile

Below the program listing of milewski.pas is presented.

PROGRAM Maximum_Bitrate_Indoor_Radio_Channel;

USES
dos,Crt;

CONST
pmax=781;
np=40;

TYPE
RealArrayPmax=ARRAY[l..pmax] OF REAL;
RealArrayNP = ARRAY [O••np] OF real;
channeldata=RECORD

tau:RealArrayPmax;
alpha:RealArrayPmax;
theta:RealArrayPmax;

END;

VAR
{ INTEGERS}
max rays,file counter,meas,timing,nrsymbols2,nrisisymbols2,

- - nrisiterms2,nrisihalf2:INTEGER;

{REALS }
treshold_foundyath,mean,gamma,rms_detspr,bitrate,SNR,BER_Down,BER_Up,

BER_Bound,BitRateStep,period.,tO,symbolrate,roUofffactor:REAL;

{ CHARS & STRINGS & TEXT}
slide,obs,uniyhase,dmp:CHAR;
slide file name,inputfilename,outputfilename,measfilename,

- - measbatchname:STRING;
inputbatch,outputbatch,measbatch,inputfile,outputfile,

slideJJ.le,measfile,dump:TEXT;

{ ARRAYS & TYPES }
channe~h time:channeldata;
isisequenCe:RealArrayNP;

{SI c:\tp60\pas\chandef.pas}

PROCEDURE Sort lsi Terms(VAR e:RealArrayNP);
{ .

This procedure sorts the array "e" in decreasing order, which
contains the lSI terms.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

}

Al
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VAR
g:INTEGER;

PROCEDURE Swap(VAR a,b:REAL);
VAR

c:REAL;
BEGIN c:=a; a:=b; b:=c; END;

PROCEDURE Sort(VAR f:RealArrayNP; g:INTEGER);
BEGIN

IF g< >0 THEN BEGIN
IF flg-1] <qg) THEN BEGIN

Swap(Qg-1],qg]);
IF g< >nrisiterms2 THEN Sort(f,g+ 1);

END;
IF g< >1 THEN Sort(f,g-1);

END;
END;

BEGIN
g: =nrisiterms2; Sort(e,g);

END;

PROCEDURE Timing_Instant(ch:channeldata;VAR t:REAL);
{ .

This procedure calculates the timing instant acoording to two
different algorithms. It returns the timing instant in "t" and needs
the channel parameters "channeI.tau[.]" and "channel.alpha[.)" as
input.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

}
VAR

p:INTEGER;
help1,he1p2:REAL;

BEGIN
IF (timing = 1) THEN BEGIN {Amplitude Algorithm. }

WRITELN('Calculating timing instant according to amplitude alg...');
WITH ch DO BEGIN

help1: = 0; help2: =0;
FOR p:=1 TO max rays DO BEGIN

help1:=help1 + alpha[p)·tau[p];
help2: = help2 + alpha[p);

END;
t: = help1jhelp2;
IF (dmp='y') THEN WRITELN(dump,'tO according to Ampl. Alg.: ',to);

END;
END
ELSE BEGIN { Power Algorithm. }

WRITELN('Calcu1ating timing instant according to power alg...');
WITH ch DO BEGIN

help1:=0; help2: =0;
FOR p: = 1 TO max rays DO BEGIN

help1: = help1 + sqr(alpha[p])·tau[p];
help2:=help2 + sqr(alpha[p]);

END;
t: = help1jhelp2;
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IF (dmp='y') THEN WRITELN(dump,'tO according to Power Alg.: ',to)j
ENDj

END;
WRITELN('done...')jWRITELN;

END;

FUNCflON Raised Cosine(t:REAL):REALj
{ ................•......................................................

This function returns the value of the cosine rolloff fllter for
a certain moment of time, t.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

}
VAR

b,p,x,y,z:REALj
k:INTEGERj

BEGIN
b: = rollofffactorj p: =periodj
IF ( abs« abs(tjp) - round(abs(tjp))) ) < = le-lO) AND ( abs(tjp)> =le-lO ) THEN

x:=0 { t=m·Ts and t not 0 }
ELSE BEGIN

IF abs(tjp) < = le-lO THEN x: =1 { t=O }
ELSE x: =sin(Pi·tjp)j(Pi·tjp)j
IF b< >0 THEN BEGIN

z: = l-4·b·b·t·tj(p·p)j
IF z=O TIffiN

y:=Pij4
ELSE

IF ( (abs(b·tjp)-o.5) - round(abs(b·tjp)-o.5) ) = 0 THEN y:=0
ELSE y:=cos(b·Pi·tjp)jz

END
ELSE y:=1;

ENDj
x:=x·y;
Raised_Cosine: =X;

END;

PROCEDURE Determ lSI Terms(VAR e:RealArrayNP)j
{ ...................•...•...............................................

This procedure calculates the lSI terms which are output in the array
"e",
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

}
VAR

m,i,p:INTEGERj
realsum,imagsum,RecSignalReal,RecSignalImag:REAL;
freal,fimag:RealArrayNP;
number:INTEGER;

BEGIN
WRITELN('Calculation of the lSI terms...');
i:=1j
WITH channel DO BEGIN

FOR m:=-nrisihaI12 TO nrisihaI12 DO BEGIN
p:=O; realsum:=Oj imagsum:=O;
REPEAT

p:=p+l;
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realsum.:=realsum. + alpha[p]·cos(theta[p])*Raised_Cosine(tO+m·period-tau[p]);
imagsum.: =imagsum + alpha[p]·sin(theta[p])·Raised_Cosine(tO+ m·period-tau(p]);

UNTIL p =max rays;
IF m < > 0 THEN BEGIN { freal[i] and fimag[i] with i> = 1 }

freal[i]: =realsum.; {contain all the lSI terms.}
fimag[i]: = imagsum.;
c=i+ 1;

END;
IF m =0 THEN BEGIN { freal[O] and fimag[O] contain }

freal[O]: = realsum; { the desired symbol to be detected. }
fimag[O]: = imagsum;

END;
END;

END;
IF nrisisymbo1s2< >0 THEN BEGIN { sort all lSI terms to }

FOR i: = 1 TO nrisisymbo1s2 DO BEGIN { calculate the BER by means }
eli]: = abs(freal[i]/freal[O]); { of the Milewski bounds. }

END;
FOR i:=nrisisymbo1s2+1 TO nrisiterms2 DO BEGIN

eli]: = abs(fImag[i-nrisisymbo1s2]/freal[0]);
END;
e[O]: = le30;
Sort lsi Terms(e);

END;
e[O]: = abs(freal[O]/freal[O]);

RecSignalReal: =0; { determine the detected symbol }
RecSignalImag: =0; { by adding all the lSI terms to }
FOR i:=O TO nrisisymbo1s2 DO BEGIN { detected symbol. }

RecSignalReal: = RecSignalReal + freal[i];
RecSigna1lmag: = RecSignallmag +fImag[i];

END;
WRITELN('done...');WRITELN;

END;

FUNCTION Determ_Ber_Up(isit:RealArrayNP):REAL;
{ .

This function calculates the upper BER bound according to Milewski,
for a QPSK modem. The input is a an array "isit" which contains the
lSI terms.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

}
VAR

j:INTEGER;
x,y,z,pd,term1,term2,term3,prod,rho:REAL;

BEGIN
WRITELN('Calculating upper BER bound according to Milewski...');
rho: = sqrt(SNR);
IF nrisiterms2< >0 THEN BEGIN

j:=1; pd:=O;
REPEAT

pd:=pd + isitm;
j:=j +1;

UNTIL j = nrisiterms2 + 1;
j: = 1; prod: = 1;
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y: = (isit[O]-pd)·rho;
term1: =05·erfc(y);
REPEAT

x: =(isit[O]-pd +2·isitUD·rho;
IF «x>sqrt(79.4» OR (y>sqrt(79.4») THEN BEGIN

z: = sqr(x)-sqr(y);
IF «z<75) AND (yjx>le-6» THEN

term2: = (yjx) ·exp(-z)
ELSE BEGIN

z:=75;
IF (yjx<le-6) THEN

term2: = le-36
ELSE

term2: = (yjx)·exp(-z);
END;

END
ELSE BEGIN

term2: =05·erfc(x);
term2: = term2jterml;

END;

term3:= 1;
prod: =0.5·prod·(term2+ term3);
j: =j + 1;

UNTIL j = nrisiterms2 + 1;
prod: = prod·terml;

END;
IF nrisiterms2=O THEN prod:=05·erfc«isit[O))·rho);
Determ Ber Up:=prod;
WRITELN(outputfUe,{rms del spr·bitrate:l2,' BER Up: ',}prod:12);
WRITELN('done...');WRITELN;

END;

FUNCTION Determ Ber Down(isit:RealArrayNP):REAL;
{ .................•...•.................................................

This function calculates the lower BER bound according to Milewski,
for a QPSK modem. The input is a an array "isit" which contains the
lSI terms.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

}
VAR

ij:INTEGER;
x,y,z,pd,sum,sumprev,terml,term2,prod,rho:REAL;

BEGIN
WRITELN('Calculating lower BER bound according to Milewski...');
rho: = sqrt(SNR);
IF nrisiterms2 < > 0 THEN BEGIN

j:=l; pd:=O;
REPEAT

pd: = pd + isitU];
j:=j+l;

UNTIL j=nrisiterms2+ 1;
term1: =05·erfc«isit[O]-pd)·rho);
x: = (isit[O] + pd) ·rhoti: = l;sum: =O;prod: = 1;
REPEAT

AS
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sum: = sum + isitm;
y: = (isit[O] +pd-2·sum)·rho;
IF «x>sqrt(79.4» OR (y>sqrt(79.4») THEN BEGIN

z= = sqr(x)-sqr(y);
IF «z<75) AND (Y/x>1e-6» THEN

term2: = (Y/x)·exp(-z)
ELSE BEGIN

z:=75;
IF (yIx <1e-6) THEN

term2: =1e-37
ELSE

term2: = (yIx) ·exp(-z);
END;

END
ELSE

term2: = erfc(x)I erfc(y);
x:=y;
prod: =O.5·prod· (1 Herm2);
j:=j +1;

UNTIL j=nrisiterms2+1;
prod: = prod·term1;

END;
IF nrisiterms2=0 THEN prod:=O.5·erfc«isit[O])·rho);
Determ Ber Down: =prod;
WRITE(outputfJ1e,{rms del spr·bitrate:U,' BER_Down',}prod:12,' ');
WRITELN('done...');wRrrELN;

END;

PROCEDURE Read InputfJ..1e(VAR inv:TEXT);
{ .................•.....................................................

This procedure reads the input parameters listed in the fJ1e"inp".
The parameters are all stored as global variables.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

}
VAR

oke:BOOLEAN;
BEGIN

WRITELN('Reading information in input fJ1e...');
READLN(inv,dmp);
READLN(inv,nrisisymbols2);
IF nrisisymbols2 MOD 2 < > 0 THEN BEGIN

oke: =FALSE;
WHILE NOT oke DO BEGIN

GotoXY(26,20);
WRITELN('Number of interfering symbols must be dividable by 2 I');
GotoXY(26,21);
WRITE('New number of interfering symbols is: ');

READLN(nrisisymbols2);
oke: =(nrisisymbols2 MOD 2 = 0);

END;
WRITELN;

END;
READLN(inv,meas);
READLN(inv,maxJays);
READLN(inv,tresholdJound-path);
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READLN(inv,slide);
READLN(inv,obs);
READLN(inv,uniyhase);
READLN(inv,timing);
READLN(inv,mean);
mean: = I/mean;
READLN(inv,gamma);
READLN(inv,bitrate);
READLN(inv,BitRateStep);
READLN(inv,BER Bound);
READLN(inv,rollofffactor);
READLN(inv,SNR);
WRITELN('done...');WRITELN;

END;

PROCEDURE Fmd_Max_Path(VAR maxyath:REAL);
{ .

This procedure returns the maximum power path in "maxyath" found in
the avererage power delay profile stored in "poweryroftle".
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

}
VAR i:INTEGER;
BEGIN

maxyath: = h_time.alpba[I];
FOR i:=2 TO pmax DO BEGIN

IF h_time.alpha[i] >maxyath THEN maxyath: =h_time.alpha[i];
END;

END;

PROCEDURE Fmd_Patbs;
{ .

This procedure 'looks' through a three point window to fmd the paths
of the transfer function stored in the global paramter "b_time". The
resulting delays, gains and phase shifts are stored in the global
parameter "channel".
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

}
VAR i,k:INTEGER;

gainl,gain2,gain3,maximumyatb:REAL;
BEGIN

WITH channel DO BEGIN
FOR k: =1 TO max rays DO BEGIN { initialize }

alpha[k]: =O;tau[kf= O;theta[k]: =0;
END;
F'md_Max_Path(maximumyath);
k:=I;
FOR i: = 1 TO pmax DO BEGIN

IF k< =max rays THEN BEGIN
gain2: =b time.alpba[i];
IF (i= I) THEN BEGIN { always LOS }

alpha[k): =gain2;
tau[k]:=b time.tau[i);
IF (uniyhase='n') THEN theta[k]:=h_time.theta[i]
ELSE theta[k]: =Unit Dev(k);
k:=k+l; -
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END
ELSE BEGIN

IF (gain2>maximumyath·sqrt(treshold_foundyath» THEN BEGIN {3 point window}
gainl: = h time.a1pha[i-I];
gain3: = h- time.a1pha[i + I];
IF (i=pm-ax-I) AND (gain3>gain2) THEN BEGIN

a1pha[k]: =gain3;
tau[k]: = h_time.tau[i + I];
IF (uniyhase = '0') THEN theta[k]: = h_time.theta[i + I]
ELSE theta[k]: = UnitDev(k);

END
ELSE BEGIN

IF (gainl<gain2) AND (gain3<gain2) THEN BEGIN
a1pha[k]: =gain2;
tau[k]: = h time.tau[i];
IF (uniyiiase='o') THEN theta[k]:=h_time.theta[i]
ELSE theta[k]:=Unif Dev(k);
k:=k+l; -

END;
END;

END;
END;

END;
END;

END;
END;

PROCEDURE RMS Delay Spread;
{ .................•.....•...............................................

This procedure calculates the RMS delay spread from the paths found
in the transfer functioo, which are stored in the global parameter
"channel". The rms delay spread is stored in the global parameter
"nns_del_spr".
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

}
VAR suml,sum2,sum3:REAL;

i:INTEGER;
BEGIN

suml: =O;sum2: =O;sum3: =0;
WITH channel DO BEGIN

FOR i: = 1 TO max rays DO BEGIN
suml:=suml + tau[i] • sqr(a1pha[i»;
sum2:=sum2 + sqr(tau[i]) • sqr(a1pha[i]);
sum3: = sum3 + sqr(a1pha[i]); { sum3 = total power gain }

END;
END;
rms del spr:=sqrt«sum2jsum3)-sqr(sumljsum3»;
WRITEiN(outputme,'RMS delay spread: ',rms del spr);

END; - -

PROCEDURE Obstruct WS Ray;
{ ....................•....•.............................................

This procedure obstructs the WS ray by detecting the rust minimum
in the channel transfer functioo (stored in the global parameter
"h time") and deleting all the rays before this minimum.
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•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
}
VAR i:INTEGER;
BEGIN

WITH h time DO BEGIN
i:=l; -
WHILE (alpha[i] >alpha[i +1]) DO BEGIN {search for minimum }

alpha[i]: =0; { deleting all rays }
theta[i]: = 0;
i:=i+l;

END;
END;

END;

PROCEDURE Create_Slide_Ftle(counter:CHAR);
{ .

This procedure creates a SLIDE data file "SLIDE ·.DAT". The input is
a character to create different slide fUes from different measurement
files.
X-axis: time in ns.
Y-axis: amplitude and phase curves of the channel transfer function.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

}
VAR i:INTEGER;

gain,phase:REAL;
BEGIN

slide_fUe_name:=CONCAT('C:\TP60\PAS\SLIDE_',counter,'.DAT');
ASSIGN(slide fUe,slide fUe name);
REWRITE(slideJue); - -

WITH h time DO BEGIN { remember teO is stored in h time.tau[l] }
FOR i:= 1 TO pmax DO BEGIN -

WRITELN(slideJue,(i-l)·0.5:10,' ',alpha[i]:14,' ',theta[i]:14);
END',

END;
CLOSE(slideJue);

END;

PROCEDURE Read_MeasfUe(VAR measname:STRlNG);
{ .

This functions reads the measurement file with name "measname" and
translates the measured realpart and imagpart points to a delay, gain
and phase shift. These parameters are stored in the global array
"h time". Also the relevant paths are determined in the procedure
F~d Paths.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
}
VAR hreal,himag:REAL;

i,q:INTEGER;
BEGIN

WRITELN('Reading information from measurementfue: ',measname);
ASSIGN(measfUe,measname);RESET(measfUe);

i:=l;
WITH h time DO BEGIN
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WHll..E i< =pmax DO BEGIN
READ(measfile,hreal);
READLN(measfile,himag);
tau[i]:=(i-1)·Se-10; { t=O is stored in array[1] }
alpha[i]: =sqrt(sqr(hreal)+sqr(himag»; {t=O.5ns in array[2] etc. }
theta[i]: =ArcTan(himag/hreal);
IF (hreal<O) THEN BEGIN {adjusting phase}

theta[i]: = theta[i] +Pi;
END
ELSE BEGIN

IF (himag<O) THEN BEGIN
theta[i]: = theta[i] + (2·Pi);

END;
END;
i:=i+l;

END;
END;
IF (obs = 'y') THEN Obstruct WS Ray;
IF (slide='y') THEN Create Slide -File(Chr(file counter»;
Find Paths; - - -
CWSE(measflle);
IF (dmp='y') THEN BEGIN

WITH channel DO BEGIN
FOR q: = 1 TO max rays DO BEGIN

WRITELN(dump,tau[q],' ',alpha[q],' ',theta[q]);
END;

END;
END;
WRITELN('done...');WRITELN;

END;

PROCEDURE Initialize Parameters;
{ ....................•..................................................

This procedure initializes some relevant parameters.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

}
VAR

bandwidth:REAL;
BEGIN

nrisiterms2: = 2·nrisisymbo1s2;
nrisiha1f2:=nrisisymbo1s2 DIV 2;
symbolrate: =O.5·bitrate;
period: = l/symbolrate;
bandwidth: = lO·ln((symbolrate)·(1 +rollofffactor» /In(10);

END;

PROCEDURE Initialize_Variables;
{ .

This procedure calls different initializing procedures.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

}
BEGIN

Initialize_Parameters;
END;
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PROCEDURE Write Result;
{ ..................•....................................................

This procedure writes the resulting bitrate and norm. bitrate to the
outputfile.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

All

}
BEGIN

WRITELN(outputfile,'bitrate
WRITELN(outputfile,'symbolrate
WRITELN(outputfue,'product

END;

: ',bitrate-BitRateStep);
: ',(bitrate-BitRateStep)/2);

: ',(bitrate-BitRateStep)·
rms del spr);

{ ....Start main program.... }
BEGIN

ClrScr;
WRITELN('Start calculation maximum bit rate in indoor radio channeL');
WRITELN;
Randomize;
file_counter: = 65; { is used to convert to ASCII char: 65 = 'A' }
ASSIGN(inputbatch,'c:\tp60\pas\milewski.lis');RESET(inputbatch);
ASSIGN(measbatch,'c:\tp60\pas\meas07.lis');RESET(measbatch);
ASSIGN(outputbatch,'c:\tp60\pas\ou batch.lis');RESET(outputbatch);
WHILE NOT EOF(inputbatch) DO BEGIN

READLN(inputbatch,inputfUename);
inputfuename: = CONCAT('c:\ TP60\PAS\',inputfUename);
ASSIGN(inputfUe,inputfuename); RESET(inputfUe);

READLN(outputbatch,outputfuename);
outputfUename: = CONCAT('c:\TP60\PAS\',outputfuename);
ASSIGN(outputfile,outputfuename); REWRITE(outputfue);

Read Inputfue(inputfile);
Initialize Variables;
IF (drop~ 'y') THEN BEGIN

ASSIGN(dump,'c:\tp60\pas\dump.out');
REWRITE(dump);

END;
IF meas = 1 THEN BEGIN

READLN(measbatch,measfUename);
measfUename:= CONCAT('c:\TP60\MEAS\',measfUename);
Read_Measfile(measfUename);

END
ELSE BEGIN

IF meas=2 THEN BEGIN
Generate_ChannetImpulse_Response(channel);

END
ELSE BEGIN

Generate_User_Defmed_Channel(channel);
END;

END;
RMS Delay Spread;
Timin~LInstant(channel,tO);

REPEAT
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WRITELN('Bitrate increased to: ',bitrate:10);WRITELN;
Determ lSI Terms(isisequence);
BER Down:=Determ Ber Down(isisequence);
BER-Up:=Determ Ber Up(isisequence);
IF BER Up<BER-Bo~d THEN BEGIN

bitrate: =bitrate+-BitRateStep;
Initialize_Parameters;

END ELSE BEGIN
IF (BitRateStep> lOOe3) THEN BEGIN

bitrate: =bitrate-BitRateStep;
BitRateStep: =BitRateStep/10;
bitrate: =bitrate +BitRateStep;
Initialize_Parameters;
WRITELN('Bitrate increased to: ',bitrate:lO);WRITELN;
Determ lSI Terms(isisequence);
BER Down~=Determ Ber Down(isisequence);
BER-Up: =Determ Ber Up(isisequence);
IF BER_Up<BER,=-Bo~dTHEN BEGIN

bitrate: =bitrate +BitRateStep;
Initialize_Parameters;

END;
END;

END;
UNTIL BER_Up>BER_Bound;

Write Result;
CLOS-E(inputfJle);
CLOSE(outputfJle);
IF (dmp='y') THEN CLOSE(dump);

fJle counter:=fJle counter+l;
IF fI1e_counter=90 THEN fJle_counter:=65;

END;
CLOSE(inputbatch);
CLOSE(outputbatch);
CLOSE(measbatch);
WRITELN('Calculation Succesfull.');

END.

The file chandef.pas which is included in milewski.pas is presented below.

PROCEDURE Generate_User_Dermed_Channel(VAR channel:channeldata);
VAR k:INTEGER;
BEGIN

WITH channel DO BEGIN
FOR k: = 1 TO maxJays DO BEGIN

alpha[k]:=O;
tau[k]:=O;
theta[k]:=O;

END;
tau[l]: = 2.83e-7;alpha[1]: =0.7;theta[1]: =0;
tau[2]: = 4.00e-7;alpha[2]: =O.7;theta[2]: =Pi;

END;
END;
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FUNCTION RAN4:REAL;
{ .

This function returns a random number between 0.0 and 1.0.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

}
VAR ran:REAL;
BEGIN

ran: = Random(lO);
RAN4: = ran/lO;

END',

FUNCI10N UoitDev(VAR idum:INTEGER):REAL;
VAR

dum:REAL;
BEGIN

REPEAT dum:=RAN4 UNTIL (dum < > 0.0);
UnitDev: =2·Pi·dum;

END;

FUNCTION Pois_Dev(VAR idum:INTEGER; mean, prev:REAL):REAL;
VAR

dum:REAL;
BEGIN

REPEAT dum:=RAN4 UNTIL (dum < > 0.0);
Pois Dev: = prev-(ln(l-dum» /mean;

END;

FUNCTION RaytDev(VAR idum:INTEGER; variance:REAL):REAL;
VAR

dum:REAL;
BEGIN

REPEAT dum: = RAN4 UNTIL (dum < > 0.0);
Rayl_Dev: = sqrt(-variance·ln(l-dum»;

END;

PROCEDURE Generate_ChannetImpulse_Response(VAR channel:channeldata);
VAR

i,iduml,idum2,idum3,z,count:INTEGER;
varl,helpl,scale,percentage:REAL;

BEGIN
WITH channel DO BEGIN

tau[I):=O; alpha[I):=O; theta[I):=O;
i: = 1; z: = count;
IF z=O THEN z:=I;
iduml:=-abs(z); idum2:=-abs(z); idum3:=-abs(z);
REPEAT

i: =i+ 1;
idum1: = -abs(z + i); idum2: = -abs(z +i); idum3: = -abs(z+ i);
tau[i): = Pois_Dev(iduml,mean,tau[i-1D;
help1; = tau[i)/gamma;
IF help1 > 75 THEN helpl: = 75;
varl: = exp(-helpl);
alpha[i): = Rayl Dev(idum2,varl);
theta[i): =Unif-Dev(idum3);

UNTIL (i=max_rays);
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END;
END',

FUNCTION gamm1n(xx: real): real;
CONST

stp = 2.50662827465;
VAR

x,tmp,ser: REAL;
BEGIN

x:= xx-I.O;
tmp := x+55;
tmp:= (x+O.5)·ln(tmp)-tmp;
ser := 1.0+76.18009173/(x+ 1.0)-8650532033/(x+2.0) +24.01409822/(x+ 3.0)

-1.231739516/(x+ 4.0) +0.l20858003e-2/(x+5.0)-0.536382e-5/(x+ 6.0);
gammln := tmp+ln(stp·ser)

END;

{$I c:\tp60\nrpas\gser.pas}
{SI e:\tp60\nrpas\gef.pas}
{$I c:\tp60\nrpas\gammq.pas}

FUNCTION erfc(x: REAL): REAL;
BEGIN

IF x > sqrt(79.4) THEN erfc:= 2e-36 ELSE BEGIN
IF x < 0.0 THEN erfc := 1.0
ELSE erfc := gammq(O.5,sqr(x))

END;
END;

All the included files in chandef.pas can be found in [7].
An example of the inputfile for milewski.pas is presented below.

n
6
I
200
le-4
n
n
n
2
3OOe-9
6Oe-9
10e6
10e6
le-6
0.5
le4

{ create dump me with additional information
{ number of interfering symbols
{ measurement me (I), software channel (2), user def. (3)
{ max. rays
{ treshold found paths (only when using measurement me)
{ slide me from the measurement channel (only when above is 1)
{ obstruct LOS ray
{ uniform phase distribution in measurement me
{ timing instant: 1=ampl.alg., 2= power alg.
{ l/mean = l/ray arrival rate
{ gamma
{ start bitrate must be at least bitrate step
{ bitrate increase factor,when converged divided by IO,tilll00e3
{ BER bound to stop simulation
{ rollofffactor
{ unfaded enr

}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
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APPENDIXB

Maximum Possible Normalized Bitrate Simulation Results in Eight
Different Rooms, for a QPSK Modem Using Each Measured Profile.
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APPENDIX C

Maximum Possible Normalized Bitrate Simulation Results in Eight Different Rooms,
for a QPSK Modem with the Measured and Uniform Phase Distribution for the WS
Case.
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Appendix D

Program Listing from Monsen.pas and Example of Inputfile

Below the program listing of monsen.pas is presented.

USES
dos,Crt;

CONST
pmax=781;
Dp=8;

TYPE
RealArrayPmax=ARRAY[Lpmax] OF REAL;
RealArrayNPbyNP = ARRAY [Lop,Lop] OF real;
RealArrayNP = ARRAY [Lop] OF real;
channeldata =RECORD

tau:RealArrayPmax;
alpha:RealArrayPmax;
theta:RealArrayPmax;

END·,

VAR
{INTEGERS}
max rays,q,nrforwardtaps2,nrfuturetaps,fUe counter,diversity,

- TapSpacing,timing,measJile_counter:INTEGER;

{REALS }
tresholdJoundyatb,EbDivNo,BER1,BER2,mean,gamma,rms_del_spr,bitrate,

BER,EodBitRate,EstISIVar,period,tO,symbolrate,rollofffactor,
EqSpac:REAL;

{ CHARS & STRINGS & TEXT}
slide,obs,dmp:CHAR;
slide file name,inputfilename,outputfueoame,measfilename,

- - measbatchname:STRING;
meas:STRING(2];
inputbatcb,outputbatcb,measbatcb,inputfUe,outputfue,

slide_file,measfUe,dump:TEXT;

{ ARRAYS & TYPES }
channe~h time:channeldata;
poweryrofile,power_channel:RealArrayPmax;
C Matrix,I Matrix,PD matrix,G Matrix,

- Copy_G_Matr~Iov_G_Matrix,GT_Matrix:RealArrayNPbyNP;
Eigeo_Values:RealArrayNP;

{SI c:\tp60\pas\matrix.pas}

Dl
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PROCEDURE Read_Inputfile(VAR inp:TEXT);
{ .

This procedure reads the input parameters listed in the file "inp".
The parameters are all stored as global variables.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

}
BEGIN

WRITELN('Reading information in input file...');
READLN(inp,dmp);
READLN(inp,meas);
READLN(inp,max rays);
READLN(inp,treshold_foundJlath);
READLN(inp,slide);
READLN(inp,obs);
READLN(inp,timing);
READLN(inp,mean);
mean: = ljmean;
READLN(inp,gamma);
READLN(inp,bitrate);
READLN(inp,EndBitRate);
READLN(inp,rollofffactor);
READLN(inp,EstISIVar);
READLN(inp,nrforwardtaps2);
READLN(inp,nrfuturetaps);
READLN(inp,TapSpacing);
READLN(inp,diversity);
READLN(inp,EbDivNo);
WRITELN('done...');WRITELN;

END;

PROCEDURE RMS_Delay_Spread;
{ .

This procedure calculates the RMS delay spread from the paths found
in the transfer function, which are stored in the global parameter
"channel". The rms delay spread is stored in the global parameter
"rms_del_spr".
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

}
VAR suml,sum2,sum3:REAL;

i:INTEGER;
BEGIN

suml: = O;sum2: = 0;sum3: = 0;
WITH channel DO BEGIN

FOR i: =1 TO maxJays DO BEGIN
suml: =suml +tau[i]·sqr(alpha[i]);
sum2: =sum2+sqr(tau[i])*sqr(alpha[i]);
sum3: =sum3 +sqr(alpha[i]); { sum3 = total power gain = G }

END;
END;
rms del spr:=sqrt«sum2jsum3)-sqr(sumljsum3»;
IF (dmp-='y') THEN WRITELN(dump,'RMS delay spread: ',rms del spr);

END;

PROCEDURE Total_Power_Gain(Imp_Resp:channeldata;VAR gain:REAL);
{ .
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This function calculates the total power gain of a profile stored in
~Imp_Resp~ of the type ~channeldata~. The procedure returns the total
power gain in the variable ~gain".
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

}
VAR i:INTEGER;
BEGIN

gain: =0;
WITH Imp_Resp DO BEGIN

FOR i:=1 TO pmax DO BEGIN
gain: =gain+sqr(alpha[i]);

END;
END;

END·,

PROCEDURE Find_Max_Path(VAR maxyath:REAL);
{ .

This procedure returns the maximum path in ~maxyath" found in the
avererage channel impulse response stored in "h_time".
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

}
VAR i:INTEGER;
BEGIN

maxyath: = h_time.alpha[l];
FOR i: =2 TO pmax DO BEGIN

IF h_time.alpha[i] >maxyath THEN maxyath: =h_time.alpha[i];
END;

END;

PROCEDURE Find_Paths_From_Transfer_Function;
{ ......................................................................•

This procedure 'looks' through a three point window to fmd the paths
of the transfer function stored in the global paramter "h time". The
resulting delays, gains and phase shifts are stored in the-global
parameter "channel".
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

}
VAR i,k:INTEGER;

gainl,gainZ,gain3,maximumyath:REAL;
BEGIN

WITH channel DO BEGIN
FOR k: =1 TO pmax DO BEGIN { initialize }

alpha[k]: =O;tau[k]: =O;theta[k]: =0;
END;
Find_Max_Path(maximumyath);
k:=l;
FOR i: =1 TO pmax DO BEGIN

IF k< =maxJays THEN BEGIN
gainZ: = h_time.alpha[i];
IF (i=l) THEN BEGIN { always WS }

alpha[k]: =gainZ;
tau[k]: =h time.tau[i];
theta[k]: =-h time.theta[i];
k:=k+l; -

END
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ELSE BEGIN
IF (gain2>maximumyath·sqrt(tresholdJoundyath)) THEN BEGIN {3 point window}

gain1:=h time.alpha[i-1];
gain3: =(time.alpha[i +1];
IF (i=pmax-1) AND (gain3>gain2) THEN BEGIN

alpha[k]: =gain3;
tau[k]:=h time.tau[i+1];
theta[k]: =-h_time.theta[i + 1];

END
ELSE BEGIN

IF (gain1<gain2) AND (gain3<gain2) THEN BEGIN
alpha[k]: =gain2;
tau[k]: = h_time.tau[i];
theta[k]: = h time.theta[i];
k:=k+1; -

END;
END;

END;
END;

END;
END;

END;
END;

PROCEDURE Obstruct LOS Ray(VAR GLOS:REAL);
{ ....................•....•.............................................

This procedure obstructs the LOS ray by detecting the first minimum
in the channel transfer function (stored in the global parameter
"h_time") and deleting all the rays before this minimum.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

}
VAR i:lNTEGER;
BEGIN

Total Power Gain(h time,GLOS);
WITH h time DO BEGIN

i:=1; -
WHILE (alpha[i]>alpha[i+1]) DO BEGIN {search for minimum }

alpha[i]: =0; { deleting all rays }
theta[i]: =0;
i:=i+ 1;

END;
END;

END;

PROCEDURE Read_Measrue(VAR inp:TEXT);
{ .

This procedure reads the measurement rue "inp" and translates the
obtained realpart and imagpart points to a delay, gain and phase
shift. These parameters are stored in the array "h_time".
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

}
VAR hreal,himag:REAL;

i:INTEGER;
BEGIN

i:=1;
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WITH h time DO BEGIN
WlllLE i< =pmax DO BEGIN

READ(inp,hreal);
READLN(inp,himag);
tau[i]:=(i-1)·Se-1O; { t=O is stored in array[1] }
a1pha[i]:=sqrt(sqr(hreal)+sqr(himag»; {t=O.505 in array[2] etc. }
theta[i]: =ArcTan(him.agjhreal);
IF (hreal < 0) THEN BEGIN { adjusting phase }

theta[i]: = theta[i] +Pi;
END
ELSE BEGIN

IF (himag<O) THEN BEGIN
theta[i]: = theta[i] + (2·Pi);

END;
END;
i:=i+ 1;

END;
END;

END;

PROCEDURE Average Power ProfUe(gain:REAL);
{ ....................•.....•............................................

This procedure adds an average power delay profUe to the profiles
which preceededthe profUe in measbatch. The updated prOfUe is
stored in "poweryrofUe". This procedure needs the total power gain
of a profUe as input.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

}
VAR i:INTEGER;
BEGIN

FOR i: = 1 TO pmax DO BEGIN
poweryrofUe[i]: = poweryrofile[i] +sqr(h_time.alpha[i]) j gain;

END;
END;

PROCEDURE Create Power Delay Slide File;
{ ...................•.....•.....•....•..................................

This procedure creates a SLIDE data fUe "POWERDAT".
X-axis: time in 05
Y-axis: amplitude (in dB) of the average power delay profUe.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

}
VAR i:INTEGER;

gain,phase:REAL;
BEGIN

ASSIGN(slide file,'C:\TP60\PAS\POWERDAT');
REWRITE(slideJI1e);

{ remember t=O is stored in h time.tau[1] }
FOR i: = 1 TO pmax DO BEGIN -

IF (000='1) AND (i=1) THEN poweryrofUe[1]:= 1e-38;
WRITELN(slide_file,(i-1)·0.5:10,' ',10·ln(poweryrofUe[i])jln(10):14);

END;
CWSE(slideJI1e);
WRITELN;
WRITELN(,Power profUe saved in slide input file: POWERDAT...');
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WRITELN;
END;

PROCEDURE Create Slide File(counter:CHAR);
{ .

This procedure creates a SLIDE data file "SLIDE_·.DAT". The input is
a character to create different slide files from different measurement
files.
X-axis: time in ns
Y-axis: amplitude and phase curves of the channel transfer function.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

}
VAR i:INTEGER;

gain,phase:REAL;
BEGIN

slide file name:=CONCAT('C:\TP60\PAS\SLIDE ',counter,'.DAT');
ASSfGN(slideJl1e,slide_file_name); -
REWRITE(slideJl1e);

WITH h time DO BEGIN { remember t=O is stored in h time.tau[l] }
FOR F=1 TO pmax DO BEGIN -

WRITELN(slide_file,(i-1)·05:10,' ,,alpha[i]:14,' ,,theta[i]:14);
END;

END;
CLOSE(slide me);
WRITELN('Channel transfer function saved in slide input-');
WRITELN('file: ',slide file name,'...');
WRITELN;

END;

PROCEDURE Timing Instant(ch:channeldata;VAR t:REAL);
{ ...................•...................................................

This procedure calculates the timing instant acoording to two
different algorithms. It returns the timing instant in "t" and needs
the channel parameters "channeI.tau[.]" and "channeI.alpha[.]" as
input.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

}
VAR

help1,help2:REAL;
p:INTEGER;

BEGIN
IF (timing= 1) THEN BEGIN {Amplitude Algorithm. }

WRITELN;
WRITELN('Calculating timing instant according to amplitude alg...');
WITH ch DO BEGIN

help1:=O; help2:=0;
FOR p: =1 TO max rays DO BEGIN

helpl:=help1 + alpha[p]·tau[p];
help2:=help2 + alpha[p];

END;
t: =helpljhelp2;
IF (dmp='y') THEN WRITELN(dump,'tO according to AmpI. Alg.: ',t);

END;
END
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ELSE BEGIN { Power Algorithm. }
WRITELN;
WRITELN('Calculating timing instant according to power alg...');
WITH ch DO BEGIN

helpl: = 0; help2: =0;
FOR p: = 1 TO max rays DO BEGIN

helpl:=helpl + sqr(alpha[p])·tau[p];
help2:=help2 + sqr(alpha[p]);

END;
t: = helpl/help2;
IF (dmp='y') TIIEN WRITELN(dump,'tO according to Power Alg.: ',t);

END;
END;
WRITELN('done....);WRITELN;

END;

PROCEDURE Find_Max_Power_Path(VAR maxyath:REAL);
{ .

This procedure returns the maximum power path in "maxyath" found in
the avererage power delay profUe stored in "powerJ>TofUe".
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

}
VAR i:INTEGERj
BEGIN

maxyath: =poweryrofUe[l];
FOR i:=2 TO pmax DO BEGIN

IF poweryrofUe[i] > maxyath THEN maxyath: = poweryrofUe[i];
END;

END;

PROCEDURE Fmd_Paths_From_Power_ProfUe;
{ .

This procedure 'looks' through a three point window to find the paths
out of the power delay profUe stored in global parameter
"poweryrofUe". The resulting delays, gains and phase shifts are
stored in the global parameter "channel".
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

}
VAR ~k:INTEGER;

power...$ainl,power...$ain2,power_gain3,maxyoweryath:REAL;
BEGIN

WITH channel DO BEGIN
FOR k:=1 TO pmax DO BEGIN { initialize }

alpha(k]: =O;tau[k]: =O;theta[k]: = 0;
END;
Find_Max_Power_Path(maxyoweryath);
k:=I;
FOR i: = 1 TO pmax DO BEGIN

IF k< =max rays THEN BEGIN
power_gaiia: =poweryrofUe[i];
IF (i= 1) THEN BEGIN { always LOS }

alpha[k]: =sqrt(power gain2)j
tau[k]: = (i-l)·0.5e-9; -
theta[k]:=O;
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k:=k+ 1;
END
ELSE BEGIN

IF (power~ain2>maxyoweryath·tresholdJoundyath)THEN BEGIN
power~ainl:= poweryro.file[i-1]; { 3 point window}
power~ain3:= poweryrofUe[i +1];
IF (i=pmax-l) AND (power~ain3>power~)THEN BEGIN

alpha[k]: =sqrt(power~);
tau[k]: = (i + 1-1)·05e-9;
theta[k]: = 0;

END
ELSE BEGIN

IF (power~ainl<power~ain2) AND
(power~ain3<power~ain2) THEN BEGIN

alpha[k]: = sqrt(power~ain2);
tau[k]: = (i-l) ·05e-9;
theta[k]:=O;
k:=k+1;

END;
END;

END;
END;

END;
END;

END;
END;

PROCEDURE Power_DelayyrofUe;
{ .

This procedure calculates the average power delay profUe of the
measurements fUe indicated in measbatch. The profUe is stored in the
global parameter "poweryrofUe", Also the significant rays are
calculated and stored in the global parameter "channel",
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

}
VAR i:INTEGER;

G,G_LOS,G_Dif:REAL;
BEGIN

WRITELN('Calculating power delay profUe,..');
meas .file counter: =O;G Dif: =0;
WRITELN('Using the Wormation in measurement batch...');WRITELN;
WHILE NOT EOF(measbatch) DO BEGIN

READLN(measbatch,measfUename);
measfUename:= CONCAT('c:\TP60\MEAS\',measfUename);
ASSIGN(measfUe,measfUename);RESET(measfUe);
meas_.file_counter: = meas_fUe_counter + 1;

WRITELN(output,'using measfUe: ',measfUename);

Read MeasfUe(measfUe);
IF (obs = '1) THEN Obstruct_LOS_Ray(G_LOS);
IF (slide = 'y') THEN Create_Slide_File(Chr(.file_counter»;
Total_Power_Gain(h_time,G);
IF (obs = '1) THEN BEGIN

G_Dif: = G_Dif+ (G_LOSjG);
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END;
Average Power Profile(G);
CLOSE(measfile);
file counter: = file counter+1;

END:- -,
CLOSE(measbatcb);
FOR i: = 1 TO pmax DO BEGL"'l

poweryrofile[i]: = poweryrofile[i]/meas_file_counter;
END;
IF (obs = 'y') THEN BEGIN

G dif: = G Dif/meas file counter;
EbDivNo::' EbDivNo/G:Dif;
WRITELN;
WRITELN('Decrease in SNR due to obstruction LOS ray of: "

10·ln(G_Dif)/ln(10):10,' dB'); .
WRITELN('New Signal-To-Noise Ratio: ',10·ln(EbDivNo)/ln(10):10,' dB');

END;
IF (meas_ftle_counter=l) THEN Find_Paths_From_Transfer_Function

{ only one profile in measurementbatch }
{ therefore don't use the average power}
{ profile !! }

ELSE Find_Paths_From_Power_Prome;
IF (dmp='y') THEN BEGIN

WITH channel DO BEGIN
FOR q: =1 TO max rays DO BEGIN

WRITELN(dump,tau[q],' ',aIpha[q],' ',theta[q]);
END;

END;
END;
IF (dmp= 'y') THEN Create_Power_Delay_Slide_File;

END;

FUNCTION Raised Cosine(t:REAL):REAL;
{ ................•.................................................

This function returns the value of the cosine rolloff filter for
a certain moment of time, 1.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

}
VAR

b.p,x,y,z:REAL;
k:INTEGER;

BEGIN
b: = rollofffactor; p: = period;
IF ( abs« abs(t/p) - round(abs(t/p))) ) < = 1e-10) AND (abs(t/p» =le-10 ) THEN

x:=0 { t=m·Ts AND t not 0 }
ELSE BEGIN

IF abs(t/p)< =le-10 mEN x:=1 { t=O} .
ELSE x:=sin(Pi·t/p)/(Pi·t/p);
IF b < >0 THEN BEGIN

z: = 1-4·b·b·t·t/(p·p);
IFz=O THEN

y:=Pi/4
ELSE

IF ( (abs(b·t/p)-O.5) - round(abs(b·t/p)-D.5) ) = 0 THEN y:=0
ELSE y:=cos(b·Pi·t/p)/z
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END
ELSE y:=I;

END;
x: =x·y;
Raised_Cosine: =X;

END;

PROCEDURE Calculate BER(vector:RealArrayNP;VAR product:REAL);
{ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

This procedure calculates the BER which is returned in "product".
Input are the eigenvalues stored in the local parameter 'vector"
from the matrix Inv(G)·C.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

}
VAR

i,l:INTEGER;
he1p:REAL;

BEGIN
WRITELN('Calculating BER...');
product: = 1;
FOR i: = 1 TO nrforwardtaps2 DO BEGIN

help: = Exp(diversity·Ln(1+ EbDivNo·vector[i])); {power function }
product: = product·l/help;

END;
product: = O.5·product;
WRITELN(outputfue,{10·ln(EbDivNo)/In(10):10,' ,,bitrate:lO,' ',}

bitrate·rms del spr:l0,' ',product);
WRITELN('done...');WRITELN; --

END;

PROCEDURE Create G Matrix;
{ •••••••••••••••••• i*••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

This procedure calculates the matrix G (see literature).
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

}
VAR k,Li,p:INTEGER;
BEGIN

WRITELN('Calculating G matrix...');
FOR k:=1 TO np DO BEGIN

FOR 1: = 1 TO np DO BEGIN
G_Matrix[k,I]: =0;

END;
END;

{ initialize }

WITH channel DO BEGIN
FOR k: = 1 TO nrforwardtaps2 DO BEGIN

FOR I: = 1 TO nrforwardtaps2 00 BEGIN
G Matrix[k,I]: =Raised Cosine«k-nrfuturetaps-l)·EqSpac-

- - (l-nrfuturetaps-l)·EqSpac);
FOR p:= 1 TO 2 DO BEGIN

FOR i: = 1 TO max rays DO BEGIN
G Matrix[k,I]: =G Matrix[k,I] +

- EbDivNo·EstISIVar·sqr(alpha[i])·
Raised Cosine(to-p·period-(k-nrfuturetaps-l)·

- EqSpac-tau[i])·
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Raised Cosine(tO-p·period-(l-nrfuturetaps-l)·
- EqSpac-tau[il);

{ = C_Matrix[k,I](tO-pT) }
END',

END;
END;

END;
END;

Copy G Matrix: = G Matrix;
IF (~p-='y')THENBEGIN

WRITELN(dump,'Copy_G_Matrix:');
Print_Matrix(Copy_G_Matrix);
WRITELN(dump);

END;
WRITELN('done...');WRITELN;

END;

PROCEDURE Create C Matrix;
{ ...................•.•............................................

This procedure calculates the matrix C (see literature).
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

}
VAR k,l,i:INTEGER;
BEGIN

WRITELN('Calculating C matrix...');
FOR k: = 1 TO np DO BEGIN { initialize }

FOR 1: = 1 TO np DO BEGIN
C_Matrix{k,l]: = 0;

END;
END;

WITH channel DO BEGIN
FOR k: = 1 TO nrforwardtaps2 DO BEGIN

FOR 1: = 1 TO nrforwardtaps2 DO BEGIN
FOR i: = 1 TO max rays DO BEGIN

C Matrix{k,l]: =C Matrix{k,l] +sqr(alpha[il)·
- Raised_Cosine(tO-(k-nrfuturetaps-l) ·EqSpac-tau[il)·

Raised_Cosine(tO-(I-nrfuturetaps-l) ·EqSpac-tau[il);
END;

END;
END;

END;
IF (dmp='y') THEN BEGIN

WRITELN(dump,'C Matrix:');
Print Matrix(C Matrix);
WRITELN(dwi;p);

END;
WRITELN('done...');WRITELN;

END',

PROCEDURE Initialize_Parameters;
{ .

This procedure initializes some relevant parameters.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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}
VAR

bandwidth:REAL;
BEGIN

symbolrate: =O.S·bitrate;
period: = 1/symbolrate;
bandwidth: = 10·In((symbolrate)·(1+rollofffactor» IIn(10);
EqSpae: = periodjTapSpacing;

END;

PROCEDURE Initialize Power Profile;
{ ....................•......•......................................

This procedure initializes the global parameter "poweryrofUe".
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

}
VAR i:INTEGER;
BEGIN

FOR i: = 1 TO pmax DO BEGIN
poweryTofUe[i]: = 0;

END;
END;

PROCEDURE Initialize_Variables;
BEGIN

Initialize Parameters;
Initialize=Power_ProfUe;

END;

{ ....Start main program.... }
BEGIN

ClrSer;
fUe_counter:=6S; { is used to convert to ASCII ehar: 6S='A' }
ASSIGN(inputbateh,'e: \tp60\pas\monsen.lis');RESET(inputbateh);
ASSIGN(outputbateh,'e: \tp60\pas\ou_bateh.lis');RESET(outputbateh);

WHILE NOT EOF (inputbateh) DO BEGIN
READLN(inputbateh,inputfUename);
inputfuename: = CONCAT('e: \ TP60\PAS\',inputfuename);
ASSIGN(inputfile,inputfilename); RESET(inputfile);

READLN(outputbatch,outputfuename);
outputfUename: =CONCAT('e:\TP60\PAS\',outputfuename);
ASSIGN(outputfile,outputfuename); REWRITE(outputfue);

Read_Inputfue(inputfUe);

IF (dmp = 'y') THEN BEGIN
ASSIGN(dump,'e: \tp60\pas\dump.out');
REWRITE(dump);

END;

measbatchname: =CONCAT('e:\tp60\pas\meas',meas);
measbatehname: = CONCAT(measbatehname,'.lis');
ASSIGN(measbateh,measbatchname);RESET(measbatch);
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Initialize Variables;
Power Delay Prome;
RMS Delay Spread;
Timin~cInstant(channel,tO);
BER:=le-9;
WHILE (bitrate< =EndBitRate) AND (BER<le-l) DO BEGIN

WRlTELN('Bitrate increased to: ',bitrate:lO);WRlTELN;
Create C Matrix;
Create- G- Matrix;
Invers~Matrix(G_Matrix,Inv_G_Matrix);
IF (dmp='y') THEN BEGIN { inverse matrix check}

Product_Matrix(Inv_G_Matrix,Copy_G_Matrix,I_Matrix);
WRITELN(dump,'I_Matrix:');
Print Matrix(I Matrix);

END' - -,
Product Matrix(Inv G Matrix,C Matrix,PD Matrix);
IF (dmp='y') THEN Print_Matrlx(PD_Matrix);
Find_Eigenvalues(PD_Matrix,Eigen_Values);
Calculate BER(Eigen Values,BER);- -
IF bitrate < lOOe3 THEN bitrate: =bitrate+ l0e3
ELSE BEGIN

IF bitrate < le6 THEN bitrate: =bitrate+l00e3
ELSE BEGIN

IF bitrate < lOe6 THEN bitrate: =bitrate+ le6
ELSE BEGIN

IF bitrate < lOOe6 THEN bitrate: =bitrate+ lOe6
ELSE BEGIN

IF bitrate < lOOOe6 THEN bitrate: =bitrate+ lOOe6
ELSE BEGIN

IF bitrate < = lelO THEN bitrate: =bitrate+ lOOOe6;
END;

END;
END;

END;
END;
Initialize_Parameters;

END;
IF (dmp='y') THEN CWSE(dump);
CLOSE(outputflle);
CWSE(inputffie);

END;
CLOSE(inputbatch);
CWSE(outputbatch);
Sound(lOOO);
FOR q:=l TO ooסס1 DO BEGIN;
END;
NoSound;

END.

The file matrix-pas which is included in monsen.pas is presented below.

{SI c:\tp60\nrpas\svdcmp.pas}
{SI c:\tp60\nrpas\balanc.pas}
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{$1 c:\ tp60\nrpas\ eImhes.pas}
{$f c:\tp60\nrpas\bqr.pas}

PROCEDURE Print_Matrix(matrix:RealArrayNPbyNP);
{ .

This procedure prints the contents of a matrix from type:
RealArrayNPbyNP.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

}
VAR k,l:INTEGER;
BEGIN

FOR k: = 1 TO nrforwardtaps2 DO BEGIN
FOR I: =1 TO nrforwardtaps2 DO BEGIN

WRITELN(dump,'[',k,',',l,'): ',matrix[k,l));
END;

END;
WRITELN(dump);

END;

PROCEDURE Print_Eigen_Values(vector:RealArrayNP);
{ .

This procedure prints the contents of a vector from type:
RealArrayNP.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

}
VAR k:INTEGER;
BEGIN

FOR k: =1 TO nrforwardtaps2 DO BEGIN
WRITELN(dump,'Eigen_Va1[',k,'): ',vector[k));

END;
WRITELN(dump);

END;

PROCEDURE Find_Eigenvalues(A:RealArrayNPbyNP;VAR vector:RealArrayNP);
{ .

This procedure calculates the eigenvalues of a matrix A,
presenting the eigenvalues in a vector.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

}
VAR

v:RealArrayNPbyNP;
vector_imag:RealArrayNP;

BEGIN
WRITELNCCalculating eigenvalues of productmatrix Inv(G)·C...');
balanc(A,nrforwardtaps2);
svdcmp(A,nrforwardtaps2,nrforwardtaps2,vector,v);

{ eImhes(A,nrforwardtaps2);
hqr(A,nrforwardtaps2,vector,vector_imag);}
IF (drop='y') THEN Print_Eigen_Values(vector);
WRITELNCdone...');WRITELN;

END;

PROCEDURE Product_Matrix(A,B:RealArrayNPbyNP;VAR AB:RealArrayNPbyNP);
{ .
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This procedure calculates the product of two matrices A and B,
resulting in matrix AB.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

DIS

}
VAR k,l,p:INTEGER;
BEGIN

FOR k: = 1 TO np DO BEGIN
FOR I: = 1 TO np DO BEGIN

AB[k,I]: =0;
END;

END;

{ initialize }

FOR p:=l TO nrforwardtaps2 DO BEGIN
FOR k: = 1 TO nrforwardtaps2 DO BEGIN

FOR I: = 1 TO nrfOlwardtaps2 DO BEGIN
AB[P,k]: =AB[P,k] +A[P,I]·B[l,k];

END;
END;

END;
END·,

PROCEDURE Create Diag Matrix(diagonal:RealArrayNP;
VAR DiagonaI_Matrix:RealArrayNPbyNP);

{ .....•......••...•.......................•••••••..................
This procedure creates from a vector "diagonal" the diagonal
matrix with the reciproke results from "diagonal".
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

}
VAR k,1:INTEGER;
BEGIN

FOR k: = 1 TO nrforwardtaps2 DO BEGIN
FOR I: = 1 TO nrforwardtaps2 DO BEGIN

IF (k =I) THEN Diagonal Matrix[k,I]: =1/diagonal[k]
ELSE Diagonal_Matrix[k,ij: =0;

END;
END;

END;

PROCEDURE Transpose_Matrix(A:RealArrayNPbyNP;VAR AT:RealArrayNPbyNP);
{ .

This procedure calculates the transpose of matrix A, resulting in
matrix AT.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

}
VAR k,1:INTEGER;
BEGIN

FOR k: = 1 TO nrforwardtaps2 DO BEGIN
FOR I: = 1 TO nrforwardtaps2 DO BEGIN

IF (k=l) THEN AT[k,l]:=A[k,I]
ELSE AT[l,k]:=A[k,I];

END;
END;

END;

PROCEDURE Condition_Matrix(vector:RealArrayNP);
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{ .
This procedure calculates the condition number of matrix A by
the eigenvalues obtained from the svd.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

}
VAR large,small,cond nr:REAL;

i:INTEGER; -
answer:CHAR;

BEGIN
large: =vector[l);small: =vector[l);
FOR i: =2 TO nrforwardtaps2 DO BEGIN

IF (vector[i»large) THEN large:=vector[i];
IF (vector[i) <small) THEN small:=vector[i];

END;
cond_nr: = large/small;
IF (l/cond_nr<le-6) THEN BEGIN

{ WRITELN;
WRITELN('Matrix is singular or ill-conditioned, operation at machine floating');
WRITELN('point precision I!!');
WRITE('Proceed ? (y/n):');
READLN(answer);
IF (answer = 'n') THEN BEGIN

WRITELN('Program aborted...');
HALT;

END ELSE
BEGIN

WRITELN('Proceeding...');WRITELN;
END;}
Sound(l000);
FOR q:=l TO ooסס1 DO BEGIN;
END;
NoSound;
WRITELN(outputfile);
WRITELN(outputftle,'Matrix is ill-conditioned, operation at machine floating');
WRITELN(outputftle,'point precision I!!');

END;
END;

PROCEDURE Inverse_Matrix(A:RealArrayNPbyNP;VAR AI:RealArrayNPbyNP);
{ .

This procedure calculates the inverse of matrix A, resulting in
matrix AI.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

}
VAR

V Matrix,Diag Matrix,PD1:RealArrayNPbyNP;
diag: RealArrayNP;

BEGIN
WRITELN('Calculating inverse matrix...');
svdcmp(A,nrforwardtaps2,nrforwardtaps2,diag,V Matrix);
Condition Matrix(diag); -
Create Diag Matrix(diag,Diag Matrix);
Transpose Matrix(A,GT Matrix);
Product Matrix(Diag Matrix,GT Matrix,PD1);
Product=Matrix(V_Matrix,PD1,Al);
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WRITELN('done...·);WRITELN;
END;

All the included files in matrix.pas can be found in [7].
Below an example of the inputfile for monsen.pas is presented.
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D

07
200
le-4
n
y
2
3OOe-9
6Oe-9
lOe3
2OOOe6
0.5
0.5
3
1
1
1
le4

{ create dump file (yIn)
{ meas*.lis
{ max. rays
{ treshold found paths (only when using measurement file)
{ slide file from the measurement channel (yIn)
{ obstruct LOS ray (yIn)
{ timing instant: l=ampl. alg.• 2=power alg.
{ Ilmean = llray arrival rate
{ gamma
{ bitrate
{ end bitrate
{ rollofffactor
{ estimated lSI variance
{ nr of forward taps
{ m of future taps
{ equalizer forward tap spacing: l=period, 2=period/2
{ diversity
{ EbDivNo

}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
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APPENDIXF

BER versus Normalized Bitrate Simulation Results for a DFE3/5/7\QPSK Modem
in Eight Different Rooms with SNR=40 dB and 0-0 as Antenna Setup.
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APPENDIXG

BER versus Normalized Bitrate Simulation Results for a DFE3/S/7\QPSK Modem
in Eight Different Rooms with SNR=30/40/S0 dB and o-h/o-h rem. as Antenna
Setup.
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